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l1li1 Pioneer Publishers 
Propaganda against socialism and Ivlarxism has be

come as regular a feature of the ne\vspapers as baseball 
scores and crime reports. 

Marxism is portrayed as totalitarianism, regimentation, 
Anti-Christ - as everything except what it really is. 

I-lave you ever asked yourself why the IOO-year old doc
trine of Marxism should suddenly have aroused such con
cern among the wealthy and powerful? 

I-lave you ever wondered \vhy socialism should have 
become so great a threat to the country where capitalism 
supposedly has achieved hear-perfection? 

You can never understand why until you find out for 
yourself what Marxism and socialism really stands for. 

For that you must go to, the proponents and not the op
ponents of socialism. You have to read the writings of the 
creators and masters of socialist theory, and of its support
ers who explain the theory in terms of the present-day 
world. 

You have to read the works of I~arI l\larx, l:ricdricil 
Engels, V. 1. Lenin" Leon Trotsky and many others. 

A full stock of these publications is available at Pioneer 
PublisherS. \Vrite to us for our complete catalogue - an~l 
take the first step to\vard an understanding of the biggest 
problems of our times. 

Pioneer Publisher~, 116 University Place 
N~w York 3, N. Y. 

Manager's. Column 
Our magazine was ready to go 10 press as election re

turns of the Eisenhower victory were being announced. 
What is lost in timeliness, in not bei'ng abl<; to have a re
view of the results in this issue, will be more than com

pensated by the added time given us to weigh all thefac
tors that contributed to the demise of the last of the "New 

Deal" administrations and to survey ,the new political and 
class relationships in the country. We promise a thorough

goin8 analysis. Watch for it. 

* * )\< 

The next, issue will also contain full treatment of the 

19th Congress of the COll~munist Party of the Soviet Union, 
treating its significance in international politics and what it 
reveals of the internal situation in the Soviet Union. \Ve 
can say in advance that the facts at hand are already a 

salient confirmation of the Trotskyist analysis of t.he Soviet 

Union, sharply revealing its contradictory sides in the 

tremendous power of the nationalized and planned econ

omy, and in the hampering, parasitic role of the ruling 
bureaucratic caste. 

*.* * 
'ye also have on hand an extremely interesting study 

by. Ernest Germain of 'discussions in Soviet academic 
circles of the class nature of the Chinese RiCvolution. The 
article is based on original sources that have not as yet 

been available in this country. 

\Ve )\Iould like to call speCIal attention of PI agent~ 

and student readers of the magazine to the debate on 
Marxism and the present \vorld situation contained in this 
issue. The circumstances and participants of the debate 
should make it particularly attractive to campus audiences 
throughout the country. \Ve believe that orgaI1ized sales 
can assure an excellent sale of this issue, and gain us many 
new read~rs and friends. Please \vrite us your experiences 
in selling this issue; they are certain to be of .interest to 
others. 

* * * 
l\1any readers have inquired about the plans announced 

some time ago {or various changes in the Fl. Unfortunately 
we have been held up by many financial and technical 
obstacles and arc obliged to pos.pone theirrealizatioll 
somewhat longer than we had hoped. Readers can take ad
vantage of this period of waiting by formulating their 
ideas of suggested improvements and changes. What do 
you like about the FI, what do you think the readers like? 
\Vhat don't you like? And what do you think should he 
done to make the Fla better magazine? \Ve have already 
stated some of our thoughts. Let's hear from you. 
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Debate at Netv York University 

Marxism and the World Crisis 
FOR MARXISM: GEORGE CLARKE 
AGAINST: Professors FRIEDRICH (Economic,), WERTHWEIM (History), 

RAYMOND (Government) 

The debate recorded below took place last April 3 before 
a packed audience of several hundred students at New York 
University. It was generally agreed to have been one of the 
liveliest ev'ents at the. University· for a long time. An un· 
divided interest was. sustained for well over two hours, the 
listeners as much participants as auditors. When the floor 
was opened to the audience, there were more questions asked 
than could be answered in an entire day, let ~lone in the 
allotted time for the session. As the reader will note, a sea 
of hands went up in response to the Moderator's request at 
the close of the meeting for two more questions. 

Dealing with the big trends and problems of our time, the 
debate retains all its timeliness today, seven months later. 
If it may have seemed daring for the speaker to have made 
the prediction then of Eisenhower's election, it should be clear 
from the text that it was done less as a forecast than as an 
indication of the trend of military domination of the state. 
This trend, it can be safely asserted, will go on unabated 
regardless of who occupies the White House next January, 

Except for a few literary and grammatical changes, the 
text is a faithful document of the proceedings, having been 

PRESENTATION BY CLARKE 

Ladies and Gentlemen: The odds this afternoon are 
slightly against me. But I have always been guided by the 
epigram of that famous fighter for freedom, Wendell Phil
lips (which I have paraphrased), that one man on the· side 
of truth is a majority. (Laughter, applause.) The debate 
we are having this afternoon is not a new one. It has raged 
for a hundred years. Marxism has been opposed since 1848, 
when the famous I Manifesto of the Communist Party was 
written, by professors as today, by the ideologues, by the 
statesmen, by all official society -- led by monarchs or 
democrats - and always, strangely enough, by the judges, 
the courts and the armies. 

So always at a debate we are somewhat at a disad
vantage. The odds are always weighted down by other 
things than arguments. Even today, the opponents~of Marx
ism range, my friends, from Franco and the Vati'can down 
to the coming president of the United States. General Ei-

transcribed word for word from a wire ree<>rding taken at the 
meeting. To save space and avoid repetition one or two ques
tions already treated are now omitted from this account. Un
fortunately, an important exchange between Professor Ray
mond and the speaker on the subject of Korea, the "cold 
war" and the colonial revolutions was lost in switching be
tween wire spools, as were a number of other questions and 
answers. 

The speaker is naturally appreCiative that the facilities 
of N.Y. University were made available for a discussion of 
Marxism. Once a regular occurrence, this may now appear as 
exceptional freedom because of the repressive atmosphere in 
the universities. The Moderator made a special point of this 
when he clo~ed the meeting saYing that even under McCarthy, 
the McCarran Act and the Feinberg Law we '·can still have 
meetings like this." How conditional this situation rea'ly is, 
and how much closer the speaker r~lly was in describing 
how lUuch freedom actually exists, was borne out in NYU 
itself a few weeks ago when Professor Bergum, the only pro
fessor there with' views akin to Marxism was discharged from 
his p<2sition because he refused to humble himself in testi
mQny before the McCarran Commission. 

senhower (Laughter) - I don't say that by way of cast
ing my vote - to McCarthy on the right, who is the most 
eminent opponent of Marxism (at any rate he receives the 
most publicity) to Justice Douglas on theleft. 

Now I believe this is so because Marxism is a philos
ophy which more than any other is based on the objective 
reality. By scientific means it alone has been best able to 
analyze and discern this objective reality of society in its 
evolution. Unique among all the philosophies Marxism 
seeks not only to explain but to change the world. We can 
sum it up in a nutshell in this way: that man's age-old 
conflict with nature, which still continues, has beeri super
sed~d by his struggle to bring the social organizati~n into 
harmony with the forms of production and with his daily, 
needs. 

It is this struggle which has produced the conflict be
tween the classes. And there have been different forms of 
conflict between the classes in accordance with the forms 
and methods of production in which man has engaged. It 
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has continued through the ages until today, when the con
fljCt now approaches its final and cataclysmic form. All of 
you who sit here today will be participants in this con·· 
flict in onc way or another. There will be no ivory towers 
high enough or bomb shelters deep enough to escape this 
world showdown which has been brought about by the ana
chronism of our modern productive system. Man working 
on a social basis of production, at a minute division of la
bor, producing an infinite number of commodities. has in 
effect socialized the forms of his production. But he lives 
with the paradox of private property, private profit and 
private accumulatiol~ which is <1" form inherited from past 
class systems. but can no longer be adjusted to present 
forms of production. 

So long as this paradox endures, wc will have wars. 
crises~ poverty and the final terrible agony of humanity 
on a world scale. 

Now you can begujle yourselves with th~ ratiOllaliza
tion that all of this doesn't apply to the United States; that 
like God's chosen children, we are exempt from the laws 
of class conflict, from the inesc4pabIe neeq. of social revo
lution, from the great cen~raJjzatioJ1 of wealth on the one 
side and the increasing misery of the population on the 
other. You may judge by transitory events; you may think 
of your tomorrow which rna.}' appear secure at the moment. 
But open your eyes to the reality of our time and YOll sec 
the trend is toward the restriction of liberty, toward the 
witch-hunt, to\vard the erection of a garrison state. and 
toward the armaments economY' being the norm of our 
economic system. 

Open your eyes for a moment and you wlIi discover 
that there is no philosophy in this university or any other 
university of a consistent character, of a world compre
hensive outlook, which explains society in its change al10 
its changing. forms, to oppose Marxism. There is nori~. 
There is only. skepticism,. nihilism, only argument an(J crit
icism, but there is nothing which explains man's course of 
dev~lopment, nor his present critical position, nor indi
cates the road to hisfuture in the midst of a world shaking 
with wars a.nd· revolutions. 

Furth.ermore, the problem will become clearer when 
you find in the near future that Marxism is not just a 
matter for academic study because you will be called upon 
to shed your blood in a holy war against it. Marxism is a 
very virile doctrine that finds no real oppositionOin the form 
of consistent and comprehensive theory but much opposi
tion in the form of force. 

The COllrse of World Hjetory 
\Vhat is the course of world history that we observe to

day? It is this (and this is what is decisive to the argu
ment at the moment): That the industrial and social de
v~lopment of the backvv'ard countries qf the human race, 
which are its greatest portion - Eastern Europe, Russi:l, 
China, Asia - in their course from backwardness to mo
dernity, are not taking the road of western capitalist civili
zation. They are not takipg the road that begins with tht 
toppling of the 'Jlionarchs, the ovt:rthrow of feudal rela-

tions, the setting up of a system of free 'trade, competition, 
surrounded by a system of parliamentary democracy. 

On the contrary, 'soo millions of pe9ples throughout 'the 
world aremov,ing today directly to a system of collective 
ownership and planned economy :- directly from their an~ 
cient backwardness, over the stages of modern private prop
erty control - into the future, so to speak, of collective 

'ownership_ Oh! you say the path is strewn with blood, and 
suffering and dictatorship and even with totalitarianism, 
the favorite epithet of the publicists 'and the r:ldio COI11-

mentators., It's true. But that's partly because no new sys
tem has ever come into the world as did the world of Cin-

iderella,appearing, in all its fineries and beauty at the tap 
of a wand. Every new system that comes into the world 
has taken this terrible course of development. It is partly S~ 
also because of the backwardness of these countries. 

\Ve shall have a much easier time once weare ready 
to beg~n here in Ame'rica. (Laughter.) I see you're not very 
ready. I hope this meeting will help you somewhat. (Laugh
ter.) But it is mostly. because these countries must find 
their way to ~ndustrial development in the teeth of capi
talist opposition, from all the big powers of the west. They 
are shut off from its capital, shut off from its ~vealth; de
nied the possibility of easing the course of their industrial 
development, since the bulk of the world's capital remains 
in the western world and it1 America. 

Stalinist rule, the monstrosity of Stalinist rule, was not 
produced by the whim or the wish or the evo~ution of So
cialist thought. It was produced, my friends, in the final 
analysis; by capitalism. I t was produced by wars of inter
vention, by economic blockades. But the Russian people 
were not to be ,strangled ~nd hence in their attempt to rise 
to an industrial society On the basis of collective owner
ship of property, there arose this temporary monstrosity, 
just as capitalism in its' rise produced innumerable mon
strosities of its own. They \vill be eliminated when \vorld 
capitalism, which has blocked the path of free development, 
ultimately meets its down'fall and· there is no longer the 
basis for a bureaucracy because there are no longer short
ages, poverty and restrictions, bOut the world's wealth is di
vided on a rational and human basis. 

'The Ea.st Follows Marx 
Marx· said that the \Vest would lead the E1:;t and 

show,it its future. He said that the East would 'go through 
capitalism and eventually come to socialism. Perhaps,Marx 
was too conservatiye. Events have moved more rapidly 
than he could anticipate. The choice before the East to
day is not a period of such gradual development but a di
r~ct one - between capitalism and socialism. It is not even 
bet\vcen Adam Smith and Thomas Jefferson on the one 
side and Karl Marx on the other. It is really between Mac
Arthur and Chiang Kai-shek on the one side and Karl 
Marx on the other. 

That choice is being made today, ana not all ot the 
armies of the \Vest could stop it in Korea. A revolution 
sweeps the continents, through, Asia, the Middle East, 
Egypt, Tunisia, through all of the backward and oppresseJ 
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countries plundered by imperialism over the ages. It is 
nationalist only in form because be~ind the nationalism 
there are social struggles in every case. And the rulers are too 
frightened to carry out the nationalist struggles to the end 
because behind them stands a mass of poverty-stricken peo
ple 'who cannot wait for the gradual course of capitalist 
developm~nt and exploitation, but must themselves mov~ 
to tqe next stage of human society. 

This is the biggest reason for the decline of the capi
talist west. Its economic props were the east, the Middle 
East, Russia, Eastern Europe - and they are being knocked 
out from under it. The west depended in large part upon 
investments and exploitat~on in the east for its profit and 
prosperity. The difference between imperialism having this 
possibility of investment ;md exploitation and no. 'having 
it is the difference between health and decline, between pros
perity and crisis. 

Eqro,peaq CapitaJislll FoqJlders 
The crisis of European capi~alism compounded with the 

revolt in the colonies i~ the cris"is of world capitalism. It 
was in Europe that Gipitali'sm flowered, there its civiliza
tion and its economy· first came, into being. Look at Brit
ain, now the land of austerity, once the workshop oJ. the 
world, and you can seethe full significa'nce of the crisis. 
Not all of the gold of .America has b~en able to put this 
humpty-dumpty, of Europe back together again. The pre
war rare of production has, been attained in western Eur
ope - even outstripped in Germany, France;, England, Bel
gium and Holland. But that has only aggravated the prob
lem 'beFau,se the markets of 'Eastern .f:uropeand of the 
eastern part of the world have dropped out of their laps 
and because they cannot profitably trade with America be
cause the economies are non-complementary. And so de
spite all of the billions of the' 1\1arshall Plan, Europe con
tinues to decline. 

'All the plans to save Europe - free trade, Cllstorns uni
ncation, unification - have all' collapsed. You may read 
a lot of rhetoric about this matter but the facts speak a 
different story. Now the rise of western Gerrn~ny once 
more sets upa new source of'crisis and competition with 
the other powers. On top of it comes our "great contribu
tion" to Europe - the armaments economy - which is 
blowing up everything (I have seen it with my own ey~s) 
tnat was presumably attained by the ,Marshall Plan. \Vhat 
is there in Europe? Nothing but poverty, austerity, and 
social crisis. 

In Fra.nce and Italy, the people are camm-unists.In the 
rest of \Vestern Europe., they are socialists. I don't know 
how many suppOt;ters I have at this meeting today, but in 
Europe most decisive sections of whole populations support 
Marxism. That is' the im~ge of our future. In England, 
th~ Labor Party, extremely conservative so far as socialist 
t~ought is concerned~ nCis already moved from Attlee to 
Bevan. 

No one will be recon,ciled in Europe to a return to '''free 
enterpris'e," because "free enterprise'~ (which 1 may make 
bold to say does not even ~~is~ qere) neverevell existed in 

Europe in any manner or form. HFree enterprise" is iden
tified there with the great polarization of wealth, with years 
of irremediable crisis, and the people are through with it. 

,And in the coming years, and especially if there's a war 
(let those who wish fo make the war take note) "free en
terprise" will be ,doomed and the epoch of socialism will 
come to Europe because the people will be determined that 
it shall come.' 

The Fool's Paradise 
There are those who think that the United States is out

side of this historic trend. They live in a fool's paradise. 
Temporarily,' but only temporarily. we profit from the de
cline of the capitalist world. Basically, we are choking from 
an over-developed, over-expanded economy, amidst a great 
centralization of wealth, in a shrinking world. We're still 
living in the boom-bust cycle even though 'it may not be 
apparent at first glance. We never overcame the 1929 de
pression. and there would be a full-scale depression in the 
United States today if it were not for the production of. the 
engines oJ destruction. If it were not for military spending, 
it is universally agreed that we would be in an economiC 
tailspin. But military spctlding in the hug~ national econ
omy of America is not sufficient unless it is geared imme
diately for war in order to avert a depression. 

This war which must be fought throughout the world 
by American means alone will drain the resources and the 
wea)th and the manpower of this country and reduce it to 
the status of England. No one atom bomb will win the war, 
but millions and tens of millions of troops will be required 
and, behind them _all of the national resources and wealth 
of the nation. There, is no alternative for capitalism but 
this war. Another depression will drag down with America 
the rest of the capitalist world which is depend~nt upon it. 
Tryere is no other way for capitalism to stop t,he tide of rev
olutio!1 that sweeps through the world. 

Harold Stassep called the 'Nar a counter-revolution. He 
was in favor of it. You know where I stand. I'm neither for 
Stassen .nor his ideas. (Laughter.) \Ve're committed to this 
counter-revolution. Committed to it in Korea. Committed 
to it in Indo-China. Committed to it in China. Committed 
to it ,in Egypt' and Eastern Europe. How? We support tqe 
Prench empire in Indo-China. We support the feudal land
owners in Korea. \Ve want to bring back the old regime in 
China. \Ve support Britain's interests in Egypt. And in 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, \VC want to bring 
back the regime of private property. 

No, it won't be a war against totalitarianism. You don't 
fight tot~llitarianism together with Franco, Chiang Kai
shek, the King of Greece, the Nazi generals who are being 
groomed to head the new Atlantic counter-revolutionary 
army, the Latin-American dictators, the Japanese militar
ists, not to speak of Winston Churchill. (Laughter.) And 
he's the most democratic of them all. He was a supporter 
of Mussolini! It will be a war to turn back the clock ,of his
tory to restore private property but not as we know it in 
Britain or America. Look at Latin America~ where Ameri-' 
ca's influeqce has prev.ailed for years. Look at India, Brit ... 
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q.in's colony for centuries. You can see only Asiatic bac;k
wardness together with a few developments from which· the 
whiteman profits. 

Counter-Revolution Is Doomed 
The lesson of history - I think there is a history pro

fessor here wh'o will bear me out (Laughter) - is that 
counter-revolution cannot succeed. In the end it must be 
defeated by tides of history, social organizations, the forces 
of classes in motion. In the end it must be defeated. It must 
be turned back. The ·counter-revolutiory that foIlowed the 
revolution in France was temporarily victorious but in the 
end feudalism by and large was swept from the c~ntinent 
of Europe. Even where it subsisted, it adapted itself to the 
new forms of capitalist organization which became domi
nant. Counter-revolution assaulted the Soviet Union for 
years with intervention, blockades and civil wars and in the 
end it lost. It lost in China and the "geniuses" of the State 
Department who tried ~o stop that revolution are having 
their political heads cut off in -Washington today. 

We'll fight this 'counter-revolution alone and on two con
tinents and against hundreds of millions of people. There 
are no allies for us. I saw that in Europe. The slogan in 
Germany is "obne micb." "You can have your army but 
ohne micb" - without me. (Laughter;) The slogan of the 
French workers is: "We'll never make war against the So
viet Union," and I. have listened tQ tens of thousands of 
them chant it in unison. 

In' England it's Bevan's day; and Bevan says' that in 
1954 the danger will come from a militarized Prussianized 
America ~nd not from. the East, and he reflects the senti
ment of the British working p,eopl~ against the war. No 
allies anywhere in Europe or in the world.~ 

What we can only succeed' in doing is converting the 
United States into the spearhead of this counter-revolution. 
And to do that means that it must become like the land of 
Hitler. We start from economics: all guns and no butter. 
Then we proceed to ~he McCarran concentration camp law. 
And we wind up with the General as President of the Unit
ed States in a garrison state. 

Look at where we are today without war., The Bill of 
Rights is virtually a fiction. People are, deprived of a liveli
hood - they're terrorized by political police,'they're thrown 
intO-' prison for the mere advocacy of ideas. Teachers are 
forbidden the right of assembly. Justice Douglas was so 
agitated about this state of ~ffairs that he said a "black 
silence of fear" is about to' descend upon America, that it 
is already stifling our universities where only the orthodox 
is tolerated, while the heretic and the critic, which Douglas 
says is what youth ought to be, is afraid to raise its voice. 

But I say, when you take ,the discussion of Marxism, 
as is being done in America today, out of the public forum 
and into Mc:Carthy's defamation and character ~ssassina
tion chambers, into Truman's courtrooms, then you concede 
in advance the ideological victory of Marxism over all 
other doctrines which cannot fight it in any other way. 

This, mind you, is be!ng done in the United States in 
the midst of unprecedented prosperity where the Marxists 

are a tiny, unfortunately, a tiny minority. When ,. I was in 
Ohio recently, I saw hysterical)eadlines in the newspapers 
screaming: "809 Communists ill' the State of Ohio." (Laugh
ter.) But many of the people who read that headline have 
been so psychologized with this propaganda that they prob
ably forgot that there are seven rtljIlion people in that state. 

What does this hysteria signify except that' th~ defend
ers of capitalism, who say that the United States . is the 
best of all possible worlds, fear that the social revolution 
mllst eventually sweep over this country as well. And it is 
correct that they should have such fears. America will take 
the road of Marx but under the goad of great suffering, 
terrible tyranny, unbearable tensions and class conflicts. 
America cannot win the counter-revolution. It cannot dom
inate tile world as a capitalist power. But it can lead the 
human race to new heights as a land of socialism. And un
der that land of socialism, when America brings its econ
omy, its productive forces, its culture to bear, the shadows 
of dictatorship, which aN temporary, will be removed. 
Prosperity and abundance~ will create the situation for real 
democracy throughout the world. 

Marx said that in 1848, and I repeat it here again today 
- and I am convinced from what I have seen in Europe, 
from what I have read of Asia and from what I have dis
covered from a study of the laws of the American economy 
that there will be no other road than that for our country. 
And it will' be a good one. (Applause, laughter: more ap· 
plause.) 

PANEL DISCUSSION 

PROF. ,FRIEDRICH: As yourchairmartsaid, I am oc

cupying ~ dual role -:- one as partIcipant and, the other as 
moderator -between virtue and sin. Now I have a' brief 

introductory question which I hope will sti~l leave me time 
for others. Well, Mr. Clarke, as I was listening to your 

statements a t'hought occurred to me: Supposing you had 

taken a point of view opposit.e to that which is generally 
prevalent in the United States (as opposite as your point 

of view is to that of the United States) in Moscow, Buda

pest and in the/ countries which are on the road to the social 
owner~hip of the means of production? Supposing you had 
taken a point of view there as opposed to that which .is 
forced by the dictatorship of the state? Just what do you 
think would have happened to you? 

CLARKE: Well I would really like to pose the ques~ 
tion back to the professor. Suppose that r were a represent
ative of the National Manufacturers Ass'n (God forbid!) 
and you as a professor were defending Marxism against 
me. How long would you last in this university? (Professor 
Friedrich indicates disagreement.) I cite you as evidence 
the case of Professor Wiggins, ,the only Negro on the staff 
of the University of Minnesota, who was discharged from 
the university for speaking in favor of Marxism in a cam
pus symposium called ~~Issues in Social Conflict." Or of 
the notorious Feinberg Law in our own state ... (tape be
comes inaudible at this point.>. 
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Doubts "Final Crisis" 
PROF~ WERTHWEI M: I' like the phrase "capitalist 

democracy." It has offered us quite a bit in the. past and 
will continue to offer us quite a bit. I feel that capitalist 
democracy has more of a hope 'for the future'than any ac
ceptance of, visionary myths or tenets that don't seemed 
to have worked out. I see no particular crisis at the mo
ment other than the fact that we havc gone through in his
tory various periods of crisis. That doesn't mean the com
plete collapse of all for~s of capitalism. 

Capitalism can emerge in other forms retaining, I hope, 
as we have under a "capitalist democracy," certain of 
ou,r own ideals, the ideals that we. do have the right 
to ~certain privileges. We have the right, in my opinion, t~ 
compete freely and openly with others. I don't put it on the 
basis of mere accumulation of money - the profit motive 
- but I feel there is room for talent; there is room for in
itiative, and I don't feel that in any leveling process of the 
so-called socialist state in the' future that those ideals would 
be maintained. I don't know whether he expects to project 
us into a vision that somehow or other we are going to 
a'r'rive. at tomorrow. 

I f this is the final crisis of world capitalism, what does 
he mean? Is this the crisis today, is it tomorrow, is it 10 
years from now, is it a century from now? What is the top~c 
we are discussing? Are we going through this final crisis to
day merely because he indicates that here and there you 
have imperialism and you have wars? \Ve've had those 
things before. You have communist imperialism today as 
much as you've had capitalist imperialism. You can de
nounce imperialism, but I can't see that there's going to be 
that radical a change and all of you 'are going to live in 
some future world where it's going to be happy for every 
one of us if you don't permit certain of the ideals of lib
eralism . and the liberal democratic form of gover.nme,nt 
which has emerged from "capitalist democracy';' (if you 
want to call it that) which permits us the right to speak 
here today and to gather here today. 

I don't think those' liberties are going to disappear from 
this country quite as rapidly as everyone indicates merely 
because some isolatedinclividual or some isolated profes
sor is in chains here or there. I have no, particular question 
other than that I would like to have an optimistic view 
presented. Just what is socialisrri to achieve if capitalism, 
~IS you call it, goes down? What's the vision? \Vhat's the 
solution? (Applause . .) 

BOODI-Busl and Repression 
CLARKE: Well, I am trying to put my finger on just 

cXjctly what the professor wants. I must confess it's a little 
difficu'lt to get at though. One thing the professor reminds 
me of (ana r think he and I are among those here old enough 
tq remember) is the period of the Twenties. (Laughter) 
I remember much sin1ilar reasoning then. If you read the 
books of Thomas Nixon Carver, Irving Fisher of YaJe, and 
the first edition of Charles Beard's IIRise of American Ci
vilization," among ot~ers, you will find that in that period 
it was generally bel,ieveu thal America was entering its gold-

en ag't! of prosperity in which poverty was finally going 
to be eliminated ad profit-sharing spread among the great 
bulk df the people, and all of the causes of the cyclical 
pevelopment of capitalism, of boom and bust, would be 
eliminated in a general onward and upward march. But 
just as they had finished writing those books in this op
timisticnote, a ten-year depression' began. Most of those 
writers are not even knowI) today! 

I say there's the most decisive factor - that we are 011 

the eve of war and depression. It is not for me to provide 
an optimistic note but for you to show how we can avoid 
this holocaust that is being prepared for us and for hu
manity. 

Now I don't deny the great wonders of capitalist civili
zation. Marxists were the first to recognize them. Marx 
borrowed many of his ideas from the classical cconomists, 
from the German philosophers and from others. But this 
society has gone through a number of stages and, as I tried 
to indicate before, it is now' in the stage of its decline when 
it can only be bolstered, as in our country, by armaments 
production in order' to continue the present level of pro
duction. This is decline. There is nothing in the history of 
capitalism 'like it excepti'n the 'period that followed World 
War I. 

When 800 millions of people have left the orbit of cap
italism, when Eui'opean capitalism, once so prosperous and 
wealthy, is in a state of perpetual deficit and crisis and 
can only be bailed out by American money (and that in 
turn puts new burdens on Europe) - put these factors to
gether' and you will see where the final crisis is. \V ill it come 
in one year, five years, ten years? Well, in the course of 
history that's a short time. But in the last 35 years, we 
have seen a development that has completely uprooted and 
a'tered a society that has lasted for years along entirely 
new forms, and only those predicted by l\larx. 

\Vhat of the future? The conclusion is self-evident. Elim
inate the vested interests' and their centralized domination 
over man's wealth and resources; eliminate the 60 families 
and the 265 companies in the United States which have 
within their hands this tremendous wealth, anQ who pre
vent ~he living standards of the mass of. the people from 
k1eping pace with the output of the productive plant. Or
ganize our economy on a socialized, planned basis and 
then the foundations will be laid for the withering away 
of the state as an agency of repression. 

\Vhat we are witnessing in the United States today is 
something entirely different - the withering away of cap
italist democracy. That is the real problem before us to
day. This is not the work of this or that individual. It per
vades our entire society. 

The Supreme Court can say of the Bill of Rights that 
free speech is now to be Hmited to the point where ad
vocacyof Marxism, which is falsely equated a~ the advocacy 
of the overthrow of the government by force and violence, 
'is a punishable crime. 

Add to that government by decree which establishes a 
IIloyalty" ruling in which an organization can be designat
ed by the government as "subversive" without a hearinO' 

• 0' 
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and you have a new limitation on the rights of as~mbly. 
\Vho will come to a meeti~g or join an organization which 
is so stigmatized by the government and' for belonging to 
which he may be fired from his employment? 

Deport a person who came to this country believing it 
to be a haven for all immigrants fleeing from oppression, 
not because he is a comm·unist today, but because at one 
time since he came to this country he may have been asso
ciated with communists ... 

Follow these trends in American society today and you 
can see the withering away of this capitalist democracy. 
Why? Because we cannot fight ihis kind of war, we q.n
not maintain this inequality of wealth and poverty with
out such restrictions on human rights. Eliminate the classes 
and you will eliminate the causes for repression and in
equality an'd man's way will be opened to a better world. 
(Applause.) 

Says Marx Is Refuted 
PROF. FRIEDRICH: I think that perhaps a prelim

inary statement on my part is called for also. There are 
several things characteristic of Mr. Clarke's statements 
that bother me. greatly. One is the utterly unqualified ac
ceptance of :what he calls Marxism. I don't know. of any 
human figure, human writer, human philosopher that h~s 
taught absolute truth with such certainty. As a 11,1atter of 
fact. if you follow Marx's predictions they are not borne 
out at all. There are incidents in history which are incidents 
to which he refers. 

But if it is a causal process you have in mind, then you 
Mar:xists have to make qualifications. He calls Marx im
patient because it was Russia, an agrarian country, it is 
China, an agrarian and backward country that has taken 
the lead in establishing sodal ownership in the means of 
production. But it was Marx's firm prediction, and it can 
only be the prediction, because it's inherent in Marxist logic' 
that socialism must come first in a highly industrialized 
state. It did not come in the highly industrialized states. 

Then another thing that bothers me in his logic is that 
whatever is wrong with the world has but one single cause. 
I think probably he would exclude measles, but practically 
everything else has one single cause. That the people of 
Russia are poor,· starving, depressed, terrorized people is 
because of American capitalism or because of capitalism. 
If the North Koreans invade South Korea, it's because 
of American capitalism. Was it American capitalism \f we 
go back to Egypt and elsewhere? 

Then there's a third part. I think something should be 
said 'for American capitalism. In 1870, the normal work 
week was 72 hours. It's now 40. All right. American capi
talism is not a perfect· world. American capitalism has 
many faults and weaknesses. But it nevertheless remains a 
fact that in 1870 the normal worktng week was 72 hours 
and now it's 40. And if you travel along the highway to-' 
d~y and see the millions of cars and then say that the Amer
ican working class is depressed, it's sheer nonsense. And 
then say that if we follow the road of Russia and Czecho-

slovakia, then what? Would we have more cars, shorter work 
weeks? No. 

. ~1arx predicted the progressive impoverishment of 'the 
'working class. But where is the working class the poorest? 
Where do they work the longest hours? Where do ,they work 
under the most severe disciplines and terrors? Is it the 
working class in America that are picked out of their homes 
at . night, loaded on' freight trains sent off to work camps 
a'nd there worked to death? I suppose the slave labor camps 
in Soviet Russia are also due to the .Sixty Families, the 
mythical Sixty Families in the United States. Now Mr. 
Clarke, do you really believe what you~ve been saying? 
(Laughter and Applause.) 

,Accumulation of Capital 
CLARKE: Yes, I do believe in what I'm saying. And 

that's why I'm not a professor. (Laughter and applause.) 
Marxists claim no infallibility for Marx. They claim only 
tha't he discovered a set of laws in the materialist philos
ophy which describes the changes which have occurred and 
wHi occur in man's evolution. Marx was not c~nfirmed 
that the first countries to come to socialism would be the 
advanced 'capitalist countries of the West. But his predic
tions have got to be judged also in the light of world de
velopments. 

Capitalism remained not a European phenomenon but 
became a world phenomenon. Its links were, tied to every 
country in the world. Even China, and I ndia, not to speak 
of Russia and Eastern Europe, were linked to Western 
capitalism in the world chaih. When the chain broke in the 
backward countries, it proved more that while Marx was 
not infallible in the. sense of laying down an absolute pre
diCtion, he did foresee how the system would finally break 
up through the struggle of the classes. Now, the fact that 
it breaks up in the East has become a further cause for 
its decIjne in the West. 

, You maketnuch her~ in a propagandistic way of the 
number of automobiles and the good Hfe that the Ameri
can workers .presumably enjoy as compared to the long 
hours and . slave laboTcamps and oppressive conditions in 
the Soviet Union. I tded tostate briefly what ,the cause for 
that development was in the USSR. The Soviet Union had 
to industrialize without Western capital, which w~s denied 
them, and that's a big reasqn for the distortions in their 
system. 

But the question can· better be understood if we tUrn 
aur attention to the devolopment of capitalism in the Unit
ed States and England. Where did the capital come from 
that ultimately went to American' industry and to its in
dustrialization? From slavery in part. There was slave la
bor here and much worse: families were wrenched apart, 
women were sold on the auction block and children were 
whipped. The capital came from the slave trade from Af
flea that ev'erybody has read abol:lt in the history books, 
which enriched the Yankee traders. It came from the in
human exploitation of immigrant'labor in the min~s, from 
the 14 and 16 hour a day labor for women and children in 
the factories and the ·sweatshops. You will find the same 
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process in England except that· I ndia took the place of Ne
gro slavery for the English capitalists. 

America had the benefit of foreign capital until 1914. 
In the war -of 1914-1918, we were still a debtor country. 
W'hat's the meaning of a debtor country that is in the proc
ess of industrial development? I t means that it is being 
aided by foreign capital. Capital was made available to 
the United States, easing its development which occu~red on 
a capitalist basis. But it has been denied the Russian people 
because they were determined to take the socialist road. 
(Applause.) 

Does It Work in the USSR? 
PROF. RAYMOND: Well, I hate to get serious (laugh

ter) but (applause) I happened to live for six years in the 
USSR and I studied their socialism very carefully even al .. 
lowing for the armaments arid so forth. And there are c;:er .. 
tain things that strike 'Out right immediately. 

In the first place, socialism has natural faults. Don't 
kid yourself. First of all everyboay gets lazy. They're all 
working for the state. You know it's an old attitude. "Why 
work hard? It's our state." 

Secondly, planning has never been perfect yet, and if 
you don't believe me, go down and look at the current 
digest of the Soviet press in our serials room and see what 
the economic sections say, using textual quotations from the 
Soviet press, how a planned economy is working. I t has 
all kinds of ups and downs and illogical things. An economy 
is just too big to ever work perfectly. 

Thirdly, -a point that I think is one of the mos.t horrible 
things I have ever seen: the Soviet Union had unemploy
ment, and had it until it started arming. It is armaments in 
both worlds that has removed unemployment. But you can
not say that socialism is the cure-all. Go look at it. It's 
been tried. It was tried in China in the Middle Ages. And 
always it has had trouble. So have we got trouble. Perhaps 
there is some way in between them that ,will be the answer. 
But you always have difficulties. And don't think that 
just because Marx wrote something that it's going to work 
out that way. I'd like to ask why a half a million people 
run away from the Soviet Union? Is that be,cause Marx
ism is a perfect state? (Applause.) 

CLARKE: The ol?ly thing I . wish you would tell us, 
Professor, is - you don't like Marxism and ;¥ou say there 
ought ,to be something else. What else? 

PROF. RAYMOND: That's for you to find out. 
(Laughter and applause.) 

Bureaucracy and Socialism 
CLARKE: I'm, trying to find that out and I've arrived 

at my own position. It's not an academic question. It's a 
question of humanity being faced with atomic destruction. 
It's a question of innumerable crises. It's a question of 
servitude of a great portion of a human race. As a thinker, 
Professor.. I think the least we can ask of you, is to come 
up with some idea, something that the human race 'and 
not merely its most privileged part - which perhaps at the 
particular moment can afford to turn its back on these 

problems - can be interested in. And you will not hear 
as a nile such ideas, such arguments. 

Your position is based on the transient status quo in 
the United States. It is based on the fact that planning has 
not been perfect in the Soviet Union. Far from it. How 
could it be? I t was deformed by the backwardness of the 
·country. I t had the obstacl~ of the lack of foreign capital. 
It was first tried in a country that was primarily illiterate. 
Nevertheless by planning, in the course of 28 years, no, less, 
in 22 years they have built the first industrial country in 
Europe. With that imperfect plan, with that bureaucratic 
incubus, with that obstacle and opposition from the West, 
that's a tribute despite all of its faults, all of its evils. 

Now, you say people have left the Soviet Union because 
Marxism is not a perfect state. Professor, Marxism is not 
a state. Marxism is a system of ideas, a doctrine. (Laugb
ter.) I have to say that at a University! What exists in the 
Soviet Union is a transitory society. I t is not socialism. 
That is the great lie of Stalin and those who sit on top of 
the regime. To justify their bureaucratic privileges they 
must tell the world that there exists the society without 
classes, the society of abundance. That is their great dis
service to the cause of socialism. 

But the truth is clear. It was stated by the founders of 
that state, by Lenin and Trotsky. It is a state of transition 
between capitalism and socialism. And they were the last 
to hide from the people of Russia that they would have to 
enter a vale of tears tqcomplete tl)at transition. Lenin 
thought that Western, industrial Germany would come to 
their assistance and come to socialism. Then the road would 
be much easier. It didn't happen that way. I won't enter 
upon the reasons for that today except to repeat again, 
Professor, that the capitalist West did its level best to pre
vent Germany from coming to the aid of Russia. The 
international magnates saw to that. It was with their aid 
that Hitler came to power, rearmed Germany, and finally 
hurled his Nazi legions against the USSR. . 

And now in the midst of this, people leave the Soviet 
Union because of the terrible situation that exists there. 
It's true. But do you know what the refugees say? I have 
read reputable studies on this matter. They're all against 
the St'alin regime, but they. say that if the Stalin regime 
is overthrown, the system of collective property must re
main. They say that it is progressive and want only to add 
the control of the people and the elimination of the bureau
crats. Similarly the people of Eastern Europe don't like 
their Stalinist overlords, but. they are in their overwhelming 
majority wedded to the new forms of collective property 
relations, and they are against any restoration of the old 
regime. 

A poll was taken in Eastern Germany by a 'reputable 
Western agency. You can 'see both sides of the question 
here. \Vestern agencies wanted the poll because they had 
to have some clear facts to determine future policy. They 
found that of the people qmvassed only 20% said that in 
the event of a free election in Germany would they vote 
fqr the Communist Party, so great is their hostility to the 
bureaucracy, its brutality and its methods. But of these 
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people, 80% said that they were in favor of and would 
fight for the retention of the changes in property relations 
from private property to collective property which had 
occurred. 

Anyone in Europe wiII tell you that the reason the 
"Voice af America" is a flop is because it says that we 
will restore private property, sp-called "free enterprise" in 
Eastern Europe, and the peoples in that part of the world 
are finished with it. There you cim see the two stages of 
this development .. The first 'stage distorted by bureaucracy 
and dictatorship, and the second stage reflecting the con
scio\lsness of the people that they have made a great stride 
forward, that they will continue'to move that way but will 
unlimber themselves' of this bureaucracy. (Applause.) 

PROF. FRI EDRICH: I only hope, Mr .Clarke, that if 
your prediction should come true, your hopes that the peo
ple Who get the power will be the kind of people that will 
do only good. That there will be no Stalin or others to 
pervert and divert this movement away from the heaven 
on earth. Now I'd like to ask for questions from the floor. 
We have some minutes left. I'm sure some of you have 
questions to ask. 

QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE 

(A number of questions -and answers were missed here 
by a break in the tape.) 

QUESTION: 'Skimmjng over the predatory state of So

viet Russia, will you please explain the relationship and 

the right of the individual in a Marxist society? 
CLAR!KE: In the society of socialism, what are the re

lations or the rights 'of the individual? Well, you won't 
have any loyalty oaths (laughter), any McCarran Acts. 
The right to accumulate private property in the means of 
production wiII ,be eliminated (Question: By whom?) by 
the action of the people (laughter) and enforced by the 
state. The right to ,discriminate against people' because of 
race, color and creed wiII be made a punishable offense -
,punishable, Ii believe, in the first stage of the new society 
by the final means of punishment which no capitalist so
ciety dares employ against race-haters. All of these meas
ures will establish a'" new relationship between man and 
man, eliminating the inequality and oppressive features 
which exist today. (Applause.) 

QUESTION: From my understanding of your speech, 
I believe that dearth of conditions in the Soviet Union 
today is not due to the system, but to the methods in which 
the system is run. Now, what guarantees have we that were 
Stalin and his ilk to be taken from Russia that 'another 
group of the same kind would not rise in its place? 

CLARKE: I think that if Stalin' and his group were 

taken from Russia today and just any other group placed 

in charge of Russia that it might proceed in the same way. 

Because as a materialist, I believe thatsimiIar conditions 
tend to produce the same results. What I am saying is this: 

Stalin was created by a situation of poverty, isolation and 

the encirclement of the Soviet Uniqn, a situation of the lack 
of material goods, of backwardness. 

What guarantee is there in any future revolution that 
a Stalin should not arise? There is none if the same condi
tions prevail. It is only when there is .abundance - and 
that is what the Western part of civilization has - only 
where there is plenty; it is only when developed countries, 
take the road of socialism 1 hat bureaucratic. repression can 
be averted. And the very extensioil of the revolution. as. it 
proceeds to the more advanced countries, immediately pro
duces an opposition to Stalin's bureaucracy. 

\Ve have SlCen that, for instance, in Yugoslavia'; in the 
great difficulties the Stalinist machine fac~s in Eastern 
Europe. These more advanced people, with a higher stand
ard of living, are already the source of opposition to the 
bureaucracy. When the movement spreads farther West -
to France and Germany and England and finally to :the 
United States, then the past and the' position· of the people 
and their economic basis will prevent the fise of a similar 
bureaucracy~ 

PROF. FRI EI)RICH: Now, you can note that Mr. 
Clarke's voice is getting somewhat frayed. He's been talk
ing a great deal. And - would you answer two more ques
tions? (Clarke: Yes.) What's that? (Many hands are raised 
in the audience.) All right, then I will choose blindly. 

Transformation of Man 
QUESTION: In other words the society you epvision 

would have to be a world of people populated by a con
glomeration of Jesus Christ, the socialistic man conducting 
himself for the betterment of society, in other words in the 
spirit of Jesus Christ? 

CLARKE: I think that under socialism man will rise 
a step in the ladder higher than Jesus Christ. (Amused re
action and applause.) Man has been transformed many 
times in the course, of history.F.rombarbarism, from can: 
nibalism to the methods· that existed under feudal society, 
to the comparison that we can see today between the back
ward countries of the world and advanced America - there 
you cim see many transformations. How has this occurred? 
Not by missionary teachings, not by the prior transforma
tion of man's values, but by the changes of man's relation 
to man' in the process of production. The changes in· the 
mode of production, and with it the change in the relation
ships of men, will eliminate greed and the other driving 
motive forces under present-day society and replace them 
with entirely different ones. With that, man will begin to 
undergo a great transformation. 

PROF. FRfEDRICH: Well, I tell you. It's a: quarter 
to five. We've been here an hour and 45 minutes. Mr. 
Clarke's voice is getting hoarse. I'm getting tired. (Laugh
ter.) This discussion could go on from now until six months 
from now and we would still have most of the' questions 
unresolved. What this meeting proves is that the McCarran 
Act, McCarthy and a lot of others in the United States 
still allow the expression of a point of view which, accord
ing to the speaker, is anathema to those who control the 
United States. Good night. (Applause.) 



The Military Coup • In Egypt 
By S. MUNIR 

I. The, Causes of the Military Coup d'Etat 
On the night of July 23, General Naguib. occupied Cairo 

with the help of a group of young officers. On the same 
day the Hilali Pasha government resigned after having been 

, in power only 24 hours. Three days later, on July 26, King 
Farouk was dethroned and expelled fmm Egypt. Events, 
foreseen neither by the diplomats, the journalists nor the 
Egyptian politicians themselves, were occurring with a diz
zying speed. What is behind the military coup d'etat'! What 
social forces caused it? What are the forces it will have to 
confront? What is its program? What has it accomplished 
and what will it ,be able to accomplish? 

There are three profound causes for the crisis which 
led to the 'military coup d'etat: I) The difficult economic 
situation which accentuated social tensions'. 2) Anglo
Egyptian relations which had 'n;ached an impasse. 3) The 
ferment in the army, the most important and most power
ful pillar of the old regime. 

a. The Cotton Crisis 

For almost a year. Egyptian economy has been going 
through a serious crisis caused, by the situation on the in
ternational cotton market. Cotton accounts for more than 
80% of Egyptian exports; the whole situation of the Egyp
tian economy depenas on th~ price of this raw material. 
\Vhen prices are low and the demand for Egyptian cotton, 
limited, Egypt cannot pay for its primary imports; govern-, 
ment revenues deriving from 'the lan'd tax, export taxes, 
etc., decline; the buying power of the popUlation falls even 
lower than it is ordinarily and the economic machine as a 
whole is thrown out qf joint. 

This is precisely the situation that has wracked Egypt 
for a year. The price of cotton on the international market 
has fallen more than 25 %. Egypt's cotton exports have 
dropped almost 50%. During the 1951-52 season, Great 
Britain, Egypt's principal customer, purchased only 48,000 
bales of cotton as against 284,000 in the previous season. 
The Egyptian trade balance for 1951 shows a deficit of 
4.0 million Egyptian pounds, the balance of payments a 
deficit of 20 million pounds. (An Egyptian pound is equiv
alent to about 4/5 of the British pound sterling.) An even 
larger deficit is expected for 1952. 

Despite growing demands by the health and education 
departments, for irrigation works and transportation, the 
E~yptian 'government was obliged to reduce its budget by 
almost 20%. At the same time a serious crisis occurred in 
Egypt's most important industry, textiles. Its market was 
still further restricted because of the very low buying pow
er of the masses. To thaf, there has recently been added 
foreign competition, which has lowered prices. Thousands 
of workers have been laid off. Wages have been cut as 

much as is possible with wages already on the hunger 
level. 

The entire. "social equilibrium" has been violently 
shaken by thi~ economic development. The Egyptian rul
ing classes were ready to support any force which provided 
any chance whatever of reestablishing this equilibrium. Af
ter the failure of numerous attempts - five different gov
ernments in the course of the last six months - they ac
cepted General Naguib's military dictatorship almost with
out resistance. 

h. Anglo-Egyptian Relations 

The extraordinary anti-imperialist upsurge at' the close 
of 1951 and at the beginning of 1952 assumed a clearly 
proletarian character from the outset. The movement over
whelmed the W AFD which had unleashed it. (The \V AFD 
has been She leading capitalist party in Egypt. - Ed.) The 
upsurge was then led into a .blind alley and suppressed by 
imperialist troops. The abrogation of the Anglo-Egyptian 
treaty in October 1951, and the WAFD's anti-British decla
rations which followed, prevented this party from resum
ing negotiations with Great Britain without completely 
discrediting itself in'the eyes of the masses. 

The ruling classes, led by Kiilg Farouk. then decided 
to get rid of the WAFD. The· occasion presented itself on 
January 26 when the enormous' indignation' of the masses 
was diverted by the King's provocateurs to the burning and 
plundering of foreign property. Nahas was ejected from of
fice and replaced by Ali Maher. His task was the formation 
of a common front of the royalist parties and the WAFD 
for the purpose of resuming negotiations with Gr,eat Britain. 

When this attempt collapsed, H ilali took power in order 
to curb the \VAFD and come to agreement with the im
perialists within the framework of the Middle East Pact. 
But Hilali failed in turn; he could neither undermine the 
WAFD's popularity nor build his own mass party. At the 
same time the W AFD made known to the Americans that 
it was not hostile to participating in a Middle East' pact 
(in the event of its return to. power), especially if the prin
cipal partner was to ~e not Great Brit.in but the United 
States. 

Hilali had to get out; but the King as well as the \VAFD 
preferred that the power not be turned over immediately 
to Nahas Pasha but to Sirri Pasha who would provide a 
transition for the '\VAFD's comeback and would organize 
new elections. But as a transition government, the Sirri 
Pasha cabinet could not seriously negotiate with the West. 
\Vhen H iIali succeeded him three' weeks later, all chances 
of an agreement had again vanished for domestic reasons. 
Hilali ,had already proved once_that he could not crush the 
WAFD, and any agreement with Great Britain not support
ed by the WAFD was without significance. 
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Naguib promised to get out of this impasse by holding 
up th~ perspective of an agreement with the western pow
ers to be concluded under the pressure of his military dic
tatorship either with the W AFD's consent or by crushing 
it in passing. 

c. The Army 
The discontent of the young officers. dates from the war 

in Palestine. They had acquired the conviction at the time 
that corruption in ruling circles was partly \esponsible for 
the defective provisioning of the front, and therefore for 
the defeat. The arms· trial publicly disclosed, these scandals. 
In December 1951, General Naguib was elected Presideht 
of the Cairo officers' club against the candidate supported 
by King Farouk, who wanted to give the position to a high 
officer of the corrupt old guard. Later, the officers' club 
was closed down. 

When the Cairo troubles ,broke out "last January 26, 
the impotence of th~ ruling classes and of the court was 
impressively revealed. The' army's bitterness against the 
aristocracy and its confidence in its own strength could not 
but grow in these evellts. Naguib demanded that he be 
given'the Ministry of War in the Sirri Pasha cabinet. The 
King vetoed it. When H iIall appointed I smail Sherin, the 
King's brother-in-law, as War Minister, the officers' in
dignation reached its peak. Young officers were asking this 
question: If the corrupt ruling classes of Egypt are incapa
ble of governing without the support of the army, why 
should the army itself not take power? That is the thi'rd 
cause of the July, 23 coup 'd'etat. 

II. Naguib and the Old Regime 
To measure the scope of the intervention of Naguib 

and his officers into Egyptian society, and to analyze the 
revolutionary _possibilities opened thereby, requires an ex~ 
amination of the developments which have occurred in the 
following spheres since the coup d'etat: a) The court and 
the clergy. b)' Relations with foreign capital and imperial
ism. c) The agrarian question. d) the labor question. 

Farouk's departure undoubtedly constitutes an enor
mous shakeup of Egyptian soci~ty. Fat-ouk was the sym
bol of the corrupt aristocracy which dominated Egypt. The 
spontan~6us mass demonstrations in Cairo and Alexandria 
which accompariied his departure are very clear indications 
of the popular hatred of the plundering ruling class. At the 
same time ~hey indicated how far the masses were ready to 
go in their enthusiasm and dynamism in overthrdwing the 
whole superan'nuated social structure of the country. What 
they needed was a revolutionary leadership. 

Of course, Naguib and his officers were far from being 
such a leadership. Naguib himself had not gone further 
in his thinking that curbing of the royal prerogative. 
When Farouk resisted, he was removed. The monarchical 
constitution was retained 'and the doors of the Abdin Pal
ace were thrown open t9 three regents, on,e of them a mem
ber of the royal family. The civil list has been reduced 
from 1.5 million pouFlds to 800,000 pounds: There is talk 
of a oareful co~s~itutional reform thrpugh a constituent 
assembly (which remains to be convened) whos~ task' 

would be to curb the right of the King to dissolve parlia
ment and to recall governments. But all that is music of 
the future. 

What is certain is that the foundations are not to be a1-
teredo Ali Maher, Naguib's prime minister, declared: "Re
vision will not change its (the constitution's) fundamental 
principles wbich are not only intangible but immortal," 

'And Naguib himself said: "We bave 110 illtentiol1 of ttans
f0I11{ing Egypt into a Republic. The state form will remai1l 
exactly the same as in the past: a constitutional monarcby." 
(Al Misri, July 31) 

Nor has Naguib any revolutionary intentions toward 
the Clergy. That is clearly shown in his relations with the 
University of Azhar,' the bastion of clerical reaction in 
Egypt and in all the Near East. He stated during a visit to 
this institution: tiThe most important task is to raise the 
moral l~vel. That can only be done by adhering strictly to 
leligion. Toward this end, Azhar should be supported in 
its m~ssion. The army and Azhar have one aim for which 
they are orienting in common." (Al Misri, Aug. 10) 

The coup d'etat of ·the Egyptian artny therefore does, 
hot in any way constitute a revolution. The old institutions 
are preserved. If Naguib is limiting their functions here or 
there, it is because they were no longer capable of preserv
ing the existing social structure. Naguib means to demon
strate to the ruling classes, the ianded proprietors, the big 
merchants and the capitalists that the milita,y dictatorship 
can preserve this structure. 

The d~gree .of his cooperation with the traditional in
stitutions depends therefore solely on their Willingness to 
adapt them~elves to his plans. Farouk ,did not want to, 
and he had to leave. Ali Maher, an erstwhile, faithful, court 
politician, has been ready up to now to ,go along. (Since 
the writing of this article, Ali Maher has resigned. - Ed) 
The traditional Egyptian political parties have not yet 
made a definitive decision on this score. 

III. Foreign Capital and Imperialism 
The touchstone of any revolutionary movement in a 

colonial or semi-colonial country is its relations with foreign 
capital which exploits the country,and its attitude toward 
the imperialist power or powers which directly or indirectly 
dominate the st~te. EXj)loitation by foreign capital is par
ticularly striking in Egypt. 40% to 50% of all private 
fortunes an~, in the hands of foreign capitalists; deducting 
landed fortunes, this percentage rises to 75 %. The key po
sitions i.n the banks, insurance, credit and mortgage -com
panies and in industry are dominated by foreign capital. 

. In the past, the Egyptian bourgeoisie made some timid 
efforts to supplant foreign capital. One of these attempts 
was the famous 1947 Hcorporation law" under phose provi
sions 51 % of the shares of all ·new corpot"ations were to 
be held by Egyptian citizens. Since that time, several gov
ernments have attempted to modify this law. Negotiations 
for this purpose have dragged on., But Naguib cut the Gor
dian Knot and altered the percentages: henceforth only 
49% of the shares need be in the hands of Egyptian citi
zens. 
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Another new law facilitates the conditions of sojourn 
in Egypt of "foreigners useful to the Egyptian economy" 
and permits them to become permanent residents, Several 
declarations have been made along the lines of encourag
ing the influx of foreign investments and of giving them 
the necessary guarantees. Minister of Foreign Affairs, Abel 
eI-Aziz Sa,lem, vehemently denied the rumor that the Ali 
Maher government or the army had any intention of na
tionalizing private enterprises or corporations. (Al Misri 
Aug. 10) These declarations were given much proinineI1ce 
in the U.s. where it is hoped that a new era of American 
investments in Egypt is in the offing (AP dispatch, Au
gust 1) . 

It is clear that by this policy Naguib desires to .obtain 
the economic and military aid from America whiGh would 
facilitate the solution of the present crisis. That is why he 
has been very prudent in his political declatations. He has 
made no statements on the question of British troops in the 
Suez Canal zone, on Sudan and on the Middle East Pact 
which could commit him in one way or another. But he h~ 
let it be understood that he is favorably inclined to the 
pact. 

It is logical therefore that Great Britain and the United 
States should have granted him their complete support. 
The N. Y. Times, Aug. 4, compared Egypt to Iran and eu
logistically pointed out that the Egyptian government tlhad 
no need of catering to public opinion." In any case, Amer
ican imperialism has come to the conclusion that democ
racy is not a good export commodity and that· the na
tional and social mass movements in the Middle East can 
only be repressed with the help of dictatorships. 

British imperi~lism itself is trying to save everything 
that can still be saved in Egypt and to win over Naguib 

tby some dramatic gestures. On August 24, British troops 
turned over to the Egyptian army the port of Firdan in 
the Suez Canal Zone, which they had occupied during the 
October 1951 troubles. And at the end of August, the Brit
ish government declared that henceforth it was prepared 
to resume deliveries of war materials to Egypt. 

As a result, Naguib believes himself able to assure the 
Egyptian propertied classes under his domination the long
hoped ·for agreement with foreign capital without having 
to fear the anti-imperialist sentiments of the people. Ameri
can and British imperialism are doing everything possible. 
each in its own way, to strengthen this belief in him. 

IV. Naguib's "Agrarian Reform" 
One of the principal reasons which has led the Egyptian 

ruling classes to grant Naguib their support was the height
ening social tensions in the cities and in the countryside. 
They hope Nagui~ wiII succeed in calming the revolutionary 
ferment of the Egyptian masses by a wise dose of "reforms" 
on the one side, and by using a tlstrong hand" o'n the other. 
They had good reason for worry. It has i been a common 
occurrence recently for the fellahin (poor peasants) to 
refuse to pay their rent. They even be~an to attack the 
domains of the landed proprietors and to burn their es
tates. It was not surprising therefore that one of the first 

points of Naguib's program was agrarian reform. \Vhat is 
its real significance? 

According to recent statistics, 2 million fellahin owned 
less than .4 hectares of land each; the average size of their 
property is .16 hectares although at least from .8 to 1.2 
is necessary to feed a family in Egypt. (A hectare is slight ... 
lyover 2 acres. - Ed) These two million poor peasants 
constitute 72 % of all O\vners of laneL To them should he 
added 1. 5 to 2 milfion poor peasants without any bnd 
whatever! These 3.5 to 4 million poor fari-tilies make up 
more than 80% of Egypt'~ agricultural population, 72 % 
of the landed proprietors mentioned above owning the 
smallest properties, occupy in total only 13% of the agricul
tural domain. On the other 'side of the social pyramid are 
12,000 big 'landed proprietors each owning more than 20 
hectares. I n all, they constitute .04 of all the proprietors 
but occupy 35 % of all the agricultural domain. Among 
them are the richest group of 200 large proprietors each 
owning more than 400 hectares; on an average each of 
them owns '880 hectares. 

Around 10% of the Egyptian agricultural domain is 
represented by land caned waqf (lands left in wilIs for the 
public benefit). One of the largest landed proprietors in 
Egypt is the. throne itself. King Fouad, father of Farouk, 
owned 11,200 hectares of land at his death, and in addition 
managed some 8,000 hectares of waqf land. King Farouk 
himself can claim for the dynasty ownership of more than 
40,000 hectares and the management of some 52,000 hec
tares of waqf land. 

Th,e Minister of Waqf Territories has now announced, 
that religious, cultural and charitable institutions to whom 
these hi.nds were given in usufruct have not received a pen
ny of their revenues during their management by the King. 
The King "used these lands as if they were his own." (A 1 
A hram, Aug. 1 I) Since landed rent is today going up on 
the average to 50 po'unds a hectare, the King obtained from 
his landed property as well as the lands he managed an 
annual income of 4.5-5 million pounds, or an amount equiv
alent to annual income of 700,000 poor peasant· families! 

What then do the reforms announced by Naguib prom
ise? On Aug. 12, Al Misri published the plan of agrarian 
reform elaborated by the army (official sources have since 
confirmed this news). According to this plan, no one hence
forth can own in Egypt more than 80 hectares. The state 
will buy alI lands above this figure. The fonner owners 
will receive state bonds, redeemable within 30 years and 
carrying an annual interest rate of 3., lJr. The lands thus 
taken from the former owners will be divided among ttle 
landless peasants and among those who own less than .8 
hectares. They are to pay for the purchase of the land in 
annuities spread over 30 years. In addition the breakup of 
properties under .8 hectares will be proscribed. The new 
ir;theritors of the soil have in one way or another to' com
pensate the old heirs. Finally the share of .proprietors ina 
rented plot cannot exceed one-third of the crop .. 

Can such a reform, if effectively applied, resolve the 
~grarian question in Egypt? Not. at all. First, the recovery 
of all properties over 80 hectares will yield in toto only 
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290,000 hectares which can provide for 360,00 families at 
.8 hectares per family, 360,000 families represent 10% of 
th~ families with less than .8 hectares or with no land at 
all. It should be pointed out that if property had been lim
ited to 20 hectares, ,which in view of land production in 
Egypt already represents a substantial ,piece of property, 
they Would have been able to satisfy 720,000 families. 

Then, the pea'sants need n6t only land but even more, 
they need capital to work tRe land. Where will they get this 
c:lpital if they 'are saddled in addition with 30 annuity 
payments? The indivisibility of properties less than .8 hec
tares is illusory. 

The limitations on land rent will not prevent the land
ed proprietors froin dict~ting.. their conditions to the poor 
~nd illiterate fellabinsince the Hdemand" for land is much 
greater than the Hsupply." So long as the poor peasants are 
not organized and so long as there is no control by the 
w0r~ing masses over the economy, the landowners will be 
able to find ways to circumvent. the law by all kinds of 
" arrangements." 

Naguib's so-called "agrarian reform" will not therefore 
be able to attenuate the agrarian question in Egypt, let 
alone resolve it. But Naguib is faced with a dilemma: on 
the one hand, social contradictions have been sharpened 
oil the countryside and threaten to assume fotms danger
ous to the entire, social .system; on the other hand, he neith
er wishes to nor cail he take measures which will vitally 
affect tpe big landed proprietors. That is why there is no 
solution of the dilemma for him. On the one side, he faces 
the /ellabi1t's indignation and is obliged to take measures 
which look like reform in an effort to prevent the develop
ment of independent actions by the poor peasants like those 
which have been occurring recently. On the' other hand, 
there is the danger that any shake-up of the social edifice 
will bring about a collapse which will be difficult to stop. 

That is \vhy the Egyptian propertied classes, fearing 
violent social convulsions, besides not wanting to give up 
29,000 hectares, are seeking in every way to limit.Naguib's 
agrarian reform. 

The \VAFD is sticking to its program calling for sale of 
government lands to poor peasants and i~ opposed to fix
ing a limit on landed property (Al Misri Aug. I) 

Dr. Houssein Baikal, leader of the liberal-constitution
al party, expressly declared that limitation of property 
was a delicate question which is provoking class struggle 
(AI Abram, Aug. 7). 

Ali Maher declared that he was theoretically in favor 
of Ii limitation on landed property, but added: "But I do 
not want to expose Egypt to very strong economic shocks 
at the prescnt time." (At Misri, Aug. 8) 

"Ash-Sharq al-Adna," the British radio stat,ion broad
casting in Arabic reported on Aug. 24 that the British gov
ernment had counseled Ali Maher ,to avoid trouble by not 
rushing agrarian reform. It appears that the Iranian ex
ample has greatly upset the Egyptian rulers and,'their im
perialist bosses. 

Rawle Know, representative of the OFNS, news service 
in Teheran, writes: 

"The Shah~s gesture of distribqting part of his lands (which 
the communists immediately called the poorest part) to select
ed poor peasants, which has received sueh generous publicity, 
!tas not done him much good. There is trouble on his rich 
pasture land in Levasan, on which peasants have trespassed, 
as well as on his property at Farhazad. M08sadegh'snew 
decree establishing controls over land rents favorable to the 
farmer is a complicated administrative affair; meanwhile it ap
pears likely that the peasants are going to establish a kind 
of control themselves!" 

v. 'The Working Class and the New Re~e 
But the social ferment in Egypt is not confined to the 

village. Even more dangerous for existing society are thl! 
events which have recently been taking place among the 
working class. Since the great 1950 strike wave, the strug
gle of the Egyptian workers for a' human living standarJ 
has gone on uninterruptedly. 

Under pressure of the strike wave., the WAFD govern
ment had been obliged in 1950 to grant an increase of 50% 
in the cost of living bonus promulgated by a special law 
"for reasons of social security," according to the declara
tion of Serag ed-Din, Minister of the· Interior. But this 
concession sharpened the· workers' struggles. One strike 
after another was called to compel the employers actually 
to abide by 'this law. Indeed, the Egyptian employers did 
their level best to evade the law aDd are still trying to 
evade it today. 

There has been strikes, of thousands of workers in Shou
bra al-Kheima, the textile suburbs of Cairo; a strike of 
2,OOd electrical workers at Alexandria; a strike of 2,500 
longshoremen at Port Said; a strike of 7,000 longshoremen 
at Alexandria. Many other industries have also been tem
porarily paralyzed by strikes. 

Gradually, other demand~ were added to those calling 
for the payment· of the cost of living bonus, such as the 
checking of the books of the big corporations by the Min
ister bf Labor; penalties ;lgainst all firms not applying, the 
law; prohibition of layoffs of workers. etc. In May, the 
workers of Shu bra al-Kher f0rmulated the following de,
mands:' RehIring of laid-off workers and employees and 
full payment of the legal cost of living bonus to them; 
4O·hour work week without reduction in pay; upemploy
ment compensation; prohibition of layoffs without valid 
reason; industrial and agricultural public works to absorb 
the. unemployed; equal wages for equal work for men and 
women; no interference by the' police in trade union or
gan iza tions. 

Since then, the situation has been further aggravated 
during 1952. A high proportion of textile workers were laid 
off as a result of the crisis in the textile industry. 24,000 
workers! who quit work on British projects in the Suez 
Canal zone during the .october 1951 troubles, are still out 
of work despite/the promises of the Eg),ptian government. 
6,000 workers employed' by the Egyptian army were laid 
off because they ~emanded equal rights with workers em
ployed by the public services. A month-long strike, tying 
up the Delta railroad, occurred over the refusal of the em
ployers to pay the ~ost of living bonus. 20,000 transporta
tion workers threatened to 'stop work on July 27 hecause 
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the company tried to cut wages by mass layoffs (the strike 
was postponed because of the coup d'etat). The above are 
~ome of the strikes which have occurred during recent weeks. 

But the most important event was the conflict in the 
textile city of Kafr-ed-Dewar, near Alexandria, where 8,000 
workers are employed in the spinning and weaving mills 
of the Misr Co. On Aug. 13. the workers quit work and put 
forth the following demands: removal of several of the 
company's influential directors; free electiions Jor officials 
of the union, whose headquarters should be' outside the 
factory property; adjustment of the cost of living bonus 
to that paid gov-ernment employees; wage increases; no 
layoffs. 

Some of these demands are not new, but the outbreak 
of the strike was closely connected to the abdicatIon of 
the King with whom two of the corporation owners were 
closely associated. Bafez Afifi was head of the King's 
cabinet, and Elias Andraus was manager of the King's in
vestments. (A package of foreign stocks valued at a million 
pounds, which had been purchased by Farouk, was later 
to be discovered in a safe in the factory office at Kafr ed
Dewar). 

Immediately 6,000 workers of the National Spinning 
Mills at Moharram Bey, another Alexandria suburb, went 
out in solidarity with the Kafr ed-Dewar workers. They 
had previously demanded payment of the cost of living 
bonus, the rehiring of'laid-off workers, and the removal 
of trade union leaders designated by the employer. 'But the 
strike of the exasperated Kafr ed-Dewar workers was soon 
led into dangerous paths: the outbreak of several fires 
gaye the army its pretext to intervene. There resulted a 
bloody battle between the workers and the army in which 
several lost their lives and many, were wounded. The provo
cation 'also permitted the army to drown in blood the soli
darity~ strike of the Moharram' Bey workers. 

Telegrams of solidarity poured in from all comers of 
~gyp~ condemning the provocations and demanding the 
nght of the wor~ers to form free and ,independent unions. 
But many workers still retain illusions that Naguib will 
take their interests to heart and will permit the formation 
of free trade unions - just as they nursed similar illusions 
in the past about the WAFD. However, Naguib demon
strated in the very first month of his dictatorship that if 
the growing pressure of the class struggle is obliging him 
to make promises and even occasionally to call his a '''work
ers' and, peasants' government," he' is distinguishing his 
government from those preceding it by the fact that he 
takes more dra~tic measures and acts more rapidly and 
energetical1y. 

He has increased taxes on large incomes, but at the same 
time one of the first actions of his government was to in
crease indirect taxes (all ad valorem taxes and the tobacco 
tax). To give the appearance of "social progress," all the 

beggars at Cairo were removed from the capital and locked 
up in concentration camps. The only law up to now con

cerned with the workers deals neither with freedom of as

sociation nor increase in· wases - but the constitution of 

cO~pulsory arbitration commissions and the creation ofa' 

new bureau for the struggle against communism immediate

ly replacing the political police dissolved at the time of the 

coup d'etat. 

It is doubtful, however, that Naguib wi!} be able to 
ho~or the promissory note he has given imperialism in re
tllrn for military and economic assistance: namelY. the re
nression of "communism," i.e. the growing for~e of the 
Egyptian working class. 'As this is being written. the trans
p,ort 'Yorker~ of Cairo and' the provinces 'arer threatenin~ 
to cal1 the strike they had postponed at the time of the 
CQU/> d'etat. Since Naguib has not altered t}le foundations 
of the Ep;yptian social structure and has no intention of so 
doing', there is no other way that he can avert strikes than 
~y the use of military force. And the Eg,yptian workers 
have shown in the past that they know how to defy the 
forces of the army. 

VI. Where Is Egypt Going? 
Thuc; the principal reason for the relatively easy success 

of Naguih's coup d'etat rests in the fact that the growing 

SOCIal and economic difficulties of Egypt, as well as the 
blind alley the conflict with imperialism was in, had led 

the ruling classes, desirous of maintaining their domina· 

tion, to support a military dictatorship which promised to 

overcome the social contradictions and reach an agreement 

with imperialism. 

But the calculation of Naguib and his bosses under
es~imates the adversary. The roots of the anti-imperialist 
struggle of the Egyptian masses poes too deep and is tied 
~oo closely to the structure of the Egvptian economy, which 
IS largelv dominated by foreign capital. to be halted over
night. The agrarian Question in Ee-ypt is too vast in scope 
to lend itself to a ttsol~tion" by Naguib's type of reform. 
The class struggle of the workers has taken too violent 
forms, and has given rise to much too clearly formulated 
demahds, to be appeased by the feY\' meager conoessions 
Naguib has granted the proletariat. 

The 1950 law on the cost of living bonus, granted under 
workers' pressure and considered a stroke of appeasement 
by. the government, gave rise to one of the most important 
strIke waves Egypt has ever known in years. The Egyptian 
propertied cJasses rightly feel that.a "liberal" agrarian re
form will only lead, as the example of I ran has shown, to 
more powerful and militant actions on the part of the poor 
peasants. 

It can therefore be predicted that Naguib's regime will 
~ot be the "stabl~ regime" upon which American imperia1-
Ism bases so many hopes; on the contralry it will be' con
vulsed by yiolent social shocks. By expelling Farouk and 
by starting the agrarian reform, Naguib has violated what 
was sacrosanct in Egyptian society. He has involuntarily 
released an avalanche which can only be stopped with the 
greatest difficulty. 

This situation requires a very clear program of action 
on the part of the vanguard of the Egyptian workers' 
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movement that will enable it to lead the struggles which 
will soon break out in Egypt and lead them in a revolu
tionary direction. The principal task today is to participate 
actively in the reorganization of the workers' unions so 'IS 

to establish unified demands and ·common aims for the 
militant workers' struggles. The Egyptian workers continue 
to suffer today from a dispersion of their struggles, whic;h 
have often, however, assumed the highest levels of work
ing class struggle, including the occupation of the factories. 
Only a u'nified trade union organization under a revolu
tionary leadership can provide these struggles with' a com
mon program and a common leadership. W~at can be at
tained with' such unity has been demonstrated in the soli
darity actIon of, the National Spinning ,Mill workers dur
ing the Kafr-ed-Dewar strike. 

the spontalleous actions of the poor peasants which 
have recently occurred have profound significance for the 
revoluti6nary workers' movement. I t should make con-

scious efforts to organize, aCtivize and educate the enor
mous mass of peasants who up to now have been atomized. 

The laid-off workers returning to the villages, which 
they had left to go to the cities for work, represent a nat
ural liaison between the proletariat and the poor peasants. 
Besides there are millions of landless agricultural wage 
workers, employed on the capitalist farms, who are often 
within short distances of the big industrial enterprises (the 
cane sugar farms of the General Sugar Company, for ex-
ample). ' 

The demands of the agrarian revolution should be coun
terposed to Naguib's fictitious agrarian reform: expropria
tion of all }andedproperty over 20 hectares; collective cul
tivation of the capitalist farms by the landless peasants 
assisted by cheap long-term state credits; free distribution 
of eX'propriated lands to farmers owning less thaD: 1.2 hec
tares. 

Late August 1952 

Capitalism and Democracy 
By HARRY FRANKEL 

Christian believers in the'Trinity accord veneratio1\ to 
God the Father and awe to God the Spirit, but keep a spe
ciidwarm affection for God the Son. He was a man, had 
a birthday and a tangible corporeal form, and thus provides 
more substantial focus for religious feelings. So has it also 
been with the capitalist .class, which came into the world 
with the trinity "Life, Liberty and Property" on its lips. 
Life and Liberty have been given a wordy, salute from time, 
to time, but the solid all-year-round honors have always 
gone to Property. . 

The U.S. capitalist class is now engaged in a worldwide 
politico-military. campaign in protection of the instittition 
of private property; to this material campaign there COT

responds an ideological one. The nation has been literally 
inundated by a flood of articles, speeches, books, pam
phlets, etc., all expatiating on the sacred nature·of private 
property. In the new theology, the first incantation against 
the profane is this Jenet: private property is essential to 
all hU,man rights. End private ownership of the means of 
production and tyranny will sHrely come to dominate so
ciety. 

This superstition has been givel1 a certain plausibility 
for the superficial mind by present conjunctural circum-

. stances. While many elements of parliamentary b,ourgeois 
democracy remain in the capitalist U.S. (the'-reactionary 
offensive has not yet destroyed most of them), the first 
historic instance of collectivized property has beenaccom
panied by exceedingly rigid and absolutist political forms. 
For those who can reduce the entire significance of this pe
riod of great social transformation to a traqsi\ent contrast 
JJetween the United States and the Soviet Union, this is 

sufficient 1<;> close the matter. Private property, they con~ 
elude, is indeed the sine qua non of human freedom. But 
science, not being satisfied with surface appearances, must 
delve a little more deeply. 

For a sample of bourgeois thinking on this subject in 
its most "scholarly" form, ~ turn to a little book recently 

. published by Robert M. MacIver, Lieber Professor of Po
litical Philosophy and SociQlogy at Columbia University. 
Mad ver, generally rated among the best the bourgeois aca
demic world has to offer in the politico-sociologic field. 
delivered five lectures at the University of Michigan in 
December, 1950; these have now been published in book 
form~* 

Professor Mad ver's argument is as follows: "The cen· 
tral problem of the twentieth century" is the ','problem of 
the relation of society to property." In early. history eco
nomic power was closely wedded to political power. There 
was no important role played by "private economic pow
er" separate from government, and there was very little 
democracy. However, with the rise of modern industry 
and the newly enriched capitalist class; this "ancient union 
of property and authority" was broken by the powerful 
new "private ecoriomic power" and this brought modern 
"democracy" into being . 

Professor MacIver then inquires: Can this democracy 
survive without private property; can it survive in a s~
cialist society? He denies this possibility. The pmver of the 
state, he says, being comprehensive and final, is worse than 
any other kind of power, and will inevitably produce to-

* Democracy and the Economic Challenge, by Robert }I. 
MacIver, Alfred A. Knoff, 1962, 86 pp., $2.60. 

l 
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talitarianisrh if the entire economic structure is given over 
td its dominion. 

Thus Professor Mad ver takes the high road and the 
National Association of Manufacturers takes the low 
road, but they meet on the same conclusion: "save capital
ism and save. liberty." Maciver prefers to call capitalism 
"private economic power," the NAM calls it "free enter
prise," but the switch of names alters nothing. 

Private Property: Then and Now 
Capitalist democracy had its best days in the period 

when the reign of the ancient feudal aristocratic, landown
ing, monarchical and eccelsiastical tyranny had been 
smashed, and the capitalist mode of production h,\d not 
yet come to dominate the national economy. In that period, 
commodity production was carried on primarily by inde
pendent producers on the farm6 or in the growing cities; 
producers who owned at least part of their means of pro
duction and hired Httle or no labor. The capitalist class 
dominated the economy, but did so chiefly through ex'
change, as a merchant class, and not as yet chiefly through 
production, as. owners of the means of production. 

The importance of this distinction may be seen from 
this fact: that the ownership of the means of production 
was widely distributed throughout the popUlation. This 
was "private economic power," in Maciver's phrase: but 
it was fundamentally different from modern private prop
erty. While the means of production at that time were dis
tributed through the nation (very unequally, to be sure, 
but distributed' n'onetheless), today the overwhelming mass 
of the means of production in capitalist countries is con
centrated in the hands of a tiny class, while most of the 
population owns no part of them. 

In his brilliant and prophetic analysis in CaPital, Marx 
demonstrated why and how the early commodity producing 
system of the independent producer gives rise to the cap
italist .mode of production; and how this in turn inevitably 
leads to the ever-tighter concentration and centralization 
of capital. These laws have been verified with 'exceptional 
fidelity in, every capitalist country. 

In the U.S.a century-antl-a-half ago, probably 80% of 
the p~pulation shared in the direct ownership of th¢ means 
of production. Most of this 4/5 of the population had very 
little, since most were small family farmers, but all had 
some. The hired or enslaved labor force made up the rest 
of the population. 

Today this proportion is approximately reversed. Only, 
at the very most, 20% of the population can be said to 
share in the ownership of the means of production. Of this 
20%, most are farmers, small retailers, professionals who 
are self-employed. The overwhelming bulk of the nation's 
productive apparatus is owned by a tiny part of this l/5 
of the nation. According to the recent Brookings Institution 
survey of stock ownership, only about 6% of the adults 
own all' the corporate wealth of the United States. But the 
concentration within this 6 % is extreme. A Federal Reserve 
Bureau survey (made by the University of Michig;n Sur
yey Research Ce~ter) a few months ~go ooDcluded that only' 

about 1 % of the families own about 80% of the corporate 
stock of the nation, and another I % owns most of the rest~ 

Imperialist "Democracy" 
Thus the substantial basia for the levelling equalitarian~ 

ism of the early bourgeois period has completely disap
peared. However, in its place there came a· new anddif
ferent basis for the continuation of bourgeois democratic 
institutions. With the rise of capitalist imperialism, where
by nations representing no more than 20% of th~ world's 
popUlation were able to enrich themselves at the expense 
of nations representing the other'80%, capitalist wealth 
was compounded to an extent impossible for the bourgeoisie 
when restricted within its national bounds. The extra grease 
thus provid~d 'lubricated the politicaf'machinery, softened 
the impact of class struggles in .the imperialistmations, and 
prolonged the life of democratic institutions which would 
otherwise have disappeared f~r lack of a material basis. 
The truth of this can be most clearly seen from this fact: 
that when European imperialism began to suffer the near
fatal shocks which began in 1914 and have continued with 
increased intensity to the present day, the institutions of 
bourgeois democr~cy began to totter· and to fall. Those 
nations like Germany and I taly which suffered most from 
the decline of imperialism offer the clearest evidence of the 
modern basis of bourgeois democracy by the negative ef .. 
fects of the loss of that basis. 

In the U.S., because of exceptionally favorable circum
stances for the mUltiplication of capitalist wealth, the 
bourgeois-democratic stage merged closely into the later 
stage of imperialist "democracy.:' This democracy appeared 
to have more vitality and stability here than in any other 
capitalist nation. How~ver, in the' rec~nt period civil libe~
ties have become far more restricted in the U.S. than in 
some of the European capitalist nations, and illusions ,about 
the permanence of American capitalist democracy are be
ing dispelled. The assault on civil liberties, the ever-closer 
identification of the two major- parties (a trend which 
makes elections more and more of a formality), 'andthe 
tendency toward merger between the top councils of the 
state and the top circles of finance-capital all testify that 
the destruction of traditional bourgeois democracy in the 
U.S. is noW in process. 

"Dog.matism" and Illusion on the U.S. Stale 
References to American democracy by Marxists as "cap

italist democracy" are perplexing to U.S. scholars and ideol
ogists who shade themselves under the umbrella of illusion. 
They start back in' alarm before such a "dogmatic" stand. 
They will say: "l q1ight understand you better if you said 
that the U.'S. sometimes 'has a capitalist government (Mc~ 
Kinley, Harding, Hoover) and sometimes a non-capitalist 
government. (Wilson, F. D. Roosevelt, Truman) but you 
say that the U.S. has a capitalist government all the time, 
no matter who is in power or how he acts on disputed 'is
sues, and I can't· follow such a dogmatic stand." 

This so-called "dogmatism" is actually the only scien
tfid approach to the st~te power! The nature of the sta\~ 
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is determined by its relation to the economic structure and 
t~e economic classes of s.Qciety. The liberal apologist him
self. recognizes this fact by impli-cation when he gives his 
own grounds for believing that the U.S. state i$' "impar
ti.al." No sooner does the government, through a tax bill, 
l~gal decision, strike mediation ~r some other action yield 
to necessity. to class pressure. and deprive the capitalist 
class of 1/100 of its profits, than the liberal shouts: "You 
see, here is an anti-capital ist government." lIe neglects to 
notice at the same time that the government has guaranteed. 
ensured, the other 99/100 of capitalist profits and the eeo
n'om~c system which makes them possible. 

:The thin layer of disputed issues which so captivates 
the attention of the easily diverted observer does not em
brace the essence of the sta'te power. Even if the working 
c1as~ or the petty-bourgeoisie were to win their' battles on 
an these issues (which never happens), the ,government 
~mains capitalist because the whole essential substratum 
of action and policy, which occupies the attention of the 
state 365 days of the year. is designed to uphold and ad
minister the capitalist system. 

The fact that the capitalist class or individual tapit~lists 
cannot get everything they want from the capitalist state 
does not at all impress Marxists. They can't because cir
cumstances make it imposs'ible, not because the state pow
er is against them. This is particularly true in the pr~sent 
period, when corporations mus't surrender a large portion
of their profit to the war machine in ord.er to safeguard the 
rest of it. Some thoughtless and irresponsible (from thelr 
own viewpoint) capitalists try to make an anti-regime plat..:. 
form of this, but they have been rejected by the over
whelming majority of the capitalist class in both the Re
publican and Democratic parties. For the rest, the capital: 
ist class as a whole keeps up a running fire against high 
t~xes, not because it could or would alter the tax structure 
fundamentally, but in order to keep its share as "low as 
possible withi l1 the limit$ dictated by present cirtumstances. 

The recent period, since the beginning of World War 
II, has witn'essed a far deeper growing-together of the U.S. 
state power with the tops of U.S. finance capital than any 
previous time in American history. Take as an instance 
five top American policy-makers and administrators: Dean 
Acheson, Robert A. Lovett, William H. Draper, W. Averell 
Harriman and -Warren Austin. 

Bankers, Corporation Attorneys Take Over 
Robert Abercrom.bie Lovett, Secretary of Defense, is 

indubitably the most important policy and administrative 

official in the entire governmental structure. From Yale 

ulJd Harvard he went to the National Bank of Commerce, 

then became a partner in the Wall Street banking firl)1 of 

Brown Brothers, Harriman I & Co., going from there to the 
P,Ost of Assista~t gecretary of War it? 1940. From that job 
he has risen to his present position 'as ciar of the nation's 
chief activity~ war preparations and war-making. In that 
capacity he has chief responsibility for the spending of at 
least 2/3 of tJte nation's budget. 

Dean Acheson is Secretary of State: like all cannon, 
the Defense Department has a mouth, and Acheson is it. 
He too passed through Yale and Harvard,' went next to 
Covington & Burling, corporation attorneys, and proceed
ed from there to become a partner in the corporati~n law 
firm of Rublee, Acheson and Shorb.' A fellow of the Yale 
Corporation and a member of the Metropolitan, Chevy 
Chase and Century clubs, Acheson was well equipped for 
appointment to high office by the Truman administration. 
his only drawback being that he was a Democrat. Most of 
the Democratic administration's important appointees in 
the Defense and State Departments Dave been Republican 
hankers and corporate Ia~rs, but Truman was prepared 
to stretch a point in this case, 

, \\1.' Averell Harriman is possibiy second only to Robert 
Lovett in the strategy planning of the administration. He is 
director for Mutual Security, and as such spends most .of 
the. remainder of the budget that is left after Lovett gets 
through wjth it. He belongs to the little publicized. bl,Jt a11-
irhport~mt National Security Council, which meets weekly 
to consider global strategy of U.S. capitalism. f1arriman is 
a par~ner ~f the big banking firm Brown Brot~ers, Harri
man and Co. (the same firm which so considerately released 
Robert A. Loyett for government service) and has ,been 
Chairman of the B,eard of the Union Pacific Railroad, a 
director of. the Illinois Central RaHroad, etc., ,etc. He has 
also found time to become a' famous society polo player. 
These qualifications suited him eminently for the position 
of Ambassador to the Soviet Union, ~nd for his eventual 
rise to the place he now occupies as Truman's ri~ht bower. 

William H. Draper is an Ambassador who, as Special 
Representative in Europe, oversees all phases of U.S. mi1i~ 
tary and economic policy. Big business. feeling the presence 
of Walter S. Gifford (U.S. Ambassador to Great Britain 
and former head of America's largest corporation, Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph) in Europe ta be, comforting 
but not sufficient, placed Draper there' as overlord of the 
whole works. Draper is another investment banker who 
started with the National City Bank, which is the J. P. 
Morgan outfit, went on to the Bankers Trust Co., and 
settled down with Dillon Read and Co. in 1927 where' he 
became vice-president in 1937. From there he went to the 
General Staff of the U.S. Army in 1940. Dillon Read an.l 
Co. also supplied us with our former Defense Secretary, 
James ForrestaI, and' with many other eminent servants. 

Finally, for permanent representative and chief spokes
man in the United Nations, Truman reached up into Ver-

'mont and secured the services of Warren G. Austin, an
other corporation attorney who used to be a Republican 
U.S: Senator. Austin possesses an intimate knowledge of 
how to deal with the insurgent colonial masses from his ex
perience a; attprney for the American Inte'rnational Cor
poration in China. 

Thus ·in this top quintet of U.S. policy makers we find 
. ) 

tl}ree Wall Street bankers and ,two corporation lawyers, :i 

full house that is really five of a' kind, all jokers. Ifspace 
permitted, we could lengthen this list enormously. But this 
is enough tQ $.ijgg~$t the tt.ij~ picture. Jlte instructive leSSQl1 
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it <;ontains is this: that the tendency of the state and fi
mince capital to draw together and approach amalgamation 
must be very powerful indeed if it manifests itself so clear
ly even under a Democratic administration which must 
after all maintain its ties with the labor movement and its 
demagogic appeal to the mass of the people. 

Democracy and the Soviet Experience 
\Ve have touch~ upon Professor MacIver's argu~ent 

only insofar as it deals with the relation of democracy to 
capitalism. We h~ve maintained that this democracy at 
its optimum is a restricted and partial form which serves 
as vehicle for the overlordship of the tiny portion of the 
population that owns, the means of production. Even this 
limited 3;nd essentially false democracy, however, is pos
sible only under special historical circumstances the last 
of which are, now disappearing. So that, if capitalism is 
maintained into the future, it cannot assure democracy but 
must on the contrary threaten its very existence. 

Let us turn now t(1 democracy and socialism. Maclver, 
in his third lecture, called "The Portent of -Karl Marx," 
points to the Soviet Union,' where the "rulers are masters 
qf everything." This is his proof No. I that planned, so
cialized economy and democrac~ are inconsistent,. B,ut there 
is ample historical' evidence to show that it is foolish to 
seize upon a conjunctural development (a temporary.one 
due to special a.nd transient causes) .. like the political dic .. 
tatorship inthe.Soviet Union, and to attempt to draw uni
versal history from it. 

Here is 'an'instance. Professc>r MacIver contends, as We 
mentioned, that the rise of capitalism fostered the rise of 
democracy. There is a certain truth in this contention. bf 
course MacIver is absolutely wrong insofar as he credits 
demC?cratic victories .to the capitalist class itself. Historical 
research into the French, American, English, Dutch and 
other capitalist revolutions has demonstrated. that the 
masses of the people (independent producers, shopkeepers, 
workers, etc.) ~ad to wrest these liberties from an unwilling 
cipitalist class, and t~a.t this usually so frightened the big 
capitalist groupings that they hastened in most cases tl) 
make their peace with the ancient ,regime or its remnants. 

Nevertheless it is true, and Marxists were the first to 
make this analysis, that the rise of capitalism was respon
sible for the rise of the system of parliamentary clvil:'rights 
democ.racy whi~h Marxists' have called, becquse of its par
tial, c1ass~dominated nature, bourgeois democracy. 

The greatest impUlsion ever given to capitalism by any 
single historic event was the French Revolution of 1'789 
which uprooted the old order and established conditions 
for capitalist growth more thoroughly than \ was the case 
in any other capitalist revolutioQ. Professor MacI ver would 
expect, in accordance with the general connection which he 
has established between "private economic power" a.nd 
democracy, that' the French Revolution would be f'Ollowed 
by a flowering of liberty. 

Instead it was followed by nothing but dictatorship for 
many years. The first form was the revolutionary dictator
ship arid reign of terror (combined with a popular revo-

lutionary democracy of a type v~ry abhorrent, we are 
sure, to Professor MacIver). Next there was the dictator .. 
ship of the Directorate, followed by the Napoleonic dic .. 
tatorship, and after that came the restoration of absolutist 
monarchy for another 15 years. It was not until the lim· 
ited bourgeois 'monarchy of Louis Philippe, fully 41 years 
after the supremacy of "private economic power" was es .. 
tablished in the French Revolution, that we find the b~ 
ginnings of French bourgeois democracy, and then only 
in .... a very attenuated form. Moreover, so weak was this 
demotracy that within 'a score 'of years it w~s destroyed 
by another absoI~tist Bonapartism which lasted two I dec
ades. Bourgeois democracy in, its recent and M acI ver-cel
ebrated form was not estab1ished in France until 1871, and 
then only upon the bones of tens of thousands of slaugh .. 
tered Parisian Communards. 

But, Professor MacIver will protest, this peculiarity was 
due to special conditions which hampered the developing 
political-democratic forms. The 25-year assault upon the 
French Revolution by the old order in Europe. the internal 
civil war, the commercial blockade and other such cir
,cumstances, Mad ver will say, distorted French develop .. 
ment and cast it, for a while, in special and transitory forms. 

H~ving said all this, MacIver, would have made a fairly 
accurate reply to .bis own strictures concerning the Soviet 
Union. The political form~ there too are quite apparently 
a temporary aberration produced by special historical cir
cumstances in which the first collectIvized econom',); exists, 
and are not inherent in collectivized economy itself. T,he 
stresses and pressures which set up distortions in political 
organisms are particularly acute in a period of revolution
ary transition; never in any case in history have these dis
torting, stresses been so powerful as those exercised, upon 
the, first workers' state by the capitalist world. 

Capitalists and the "Will of the People" 
'Professor MacIver, it must be said to his credit, does 

not conclude the discussion by pointing a finger to the So
viet Union. He appears to be aware that Marxists see the 
Soviet political form, are undismayed by it, explain it, 
and show how it will be compelled to yield to new political 
forms, far more democratic than any which have yet ex
isted in the modern world. He also seems to. be aware that 
Marxists insist that in other cases of transition to social
ism, the, political abominations of the Stalin regime will 
no't, in the abse~ce of similar material conditions, be re~ 
peated. He therefore continues his dicussion in an effort 
to show that political dictatorship inheres in the very na;. 
ture of any society in which the means of production are 
nationalized in the hands of a central administration. 

MacIver's general thesis is that t~e existence of private 
ownership of the means of production makes it possible 
for the people to control the government because there are 
sources of power for them to lean on outside the govern· 
ment. If however "private economic power" is abolished, 
then there is "a grave danger that when no power remains 
outside the government, government itself will rest on pow .. 
cr." (p. 58). The "will of the people" could not "prevail 
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against the new pressures of government." (p. 59). "Since 
only one power structure remains," therefore "the people 
are now disarmed." (p. 64). 

Here is the capit(llist aT!:1'l1m p n.t fle011("rd to its hare 
bones: we need the qnit{llists and' their power to rest UPO)'l 

in opposition to government. 
Should MacIver try to give some reality to his fanciful 

theory, he would have to show just where on this terrestrial 
globe the democratic wi11 of the people draws sustenance 
from, leans upon or is aided in any way by thecJass that 
owns the means of production, and is thereby enabled to 
resist uthe pressures of government." He will not find one 
speck of reality in this notion. Quite the contrary, the 
democratic people find the power of the private propertied 
class to be a barrier in their way ,in all their efforts to con
trol the government. 

Professor Mac;:Iver. being a "political philosonher" and 
a "sociologist" must know that this very capitalist class 
has been the prime mover behind fascism. The German and 
Italian fascists regimes, outstanding examples, were both 
established and maintained as' direct instruments of big 
capital. In view of this record, how can Professor MacIver 
contend that this sort of private property, capitalist prop
erty in its present oligarchic form, must be guarded as the 
guarantee of democracy? 

It is impossible to comprehend how privat.e property 
-in its present monopolistic form is anything but a barrier 
to the democratic will of the people, both in the economy 
and in the state. Perhaps then Professor MacIver will as
sert that private property will be restored to its earlier 
form in which big capitalists were a rarity and ownershi;> 
of the means of production was widespread? Alas, we see 
no such claim in MacIver's book. This program, once so 
popular with the liberal~ and reformers, has been virtually 
abandoned with none but a few stragglers still belatedly 
maintaining it. Despite their vehemence against Marx, they 
have all accepted his law of capitalist development: th~t 
capital grows out of comr:nodity production and that big 
capital grows out' of little capital and that monopoly capi
tal grows out of 'big capital, and that this process cannot 
be reversed by protests and lamentations so long as cap:' 
italism continues. 

Thus we see the ridiculous spectacle of liberals and pro
fessors who used to .call upon Thomas Jefferson and Andrew 
Jackson to save democracy nqw appealing to Morgan and 
Rockefeller, and moreover, in all seriousness, assuring us 
that these are just the boys who will do the job! 

The Fetishism of State Power 
The heart of the superstitious concept,ion of the state is 

this: that the state is an entity apart from society which 
uses one portion of society to oppress another portion. To 
this Marx and Engels counterposed the scientific concep
tion that the state is a relation between men expressed as 
a thing, an institution. 

I f the state is' a relation between men, then insofar as 
it oppresses, represses or dictates it does so in behalf of 
some men at the expense of other$. Those who oppress and 

those who are oppressed represent a social divi~ion upon 
which the state is founded. This class division, this social 
antagonism as the source of the state power is the only 
scier1tific conception of the state. 

l have said th(1t the superstititous, more precisely ·the 
fetishist ic view is that the state is a thine naturally anta
gonistic to men. This is the view from which MacIver con· 
cludes that men must give Hprivate economic power" to 
a special group which can then combat the state. Why do 
our official ideologists cling to such a peculiar, not to say 
half-witted theory? The reason is very simple: without 
this misconception they would be forced to admit.that pop
ular democracy can best guard itself against state oppres
sion by ending social antagonisms. But since their object' 
is to iustify and save social antagonisms (keep society d i
vided into capitalists and wage workers), since the ruling 
class will countenance no other ideology than one which 
is directed to this end, the bourgeois "sociologists" must 
confuse everything and thereby place themselves outside 
the realm. of genuine social science. 

Social Conflict : Is it "Inherent" in Man? 
We have indicated that the conflict among men u~on 

which the state is based is "the antagonism between social 
classes that are formed by the division of society irito prop
ertied and propertyless. capitalists and wage workers, ex
ploiters and exploited. This has been substantially the view 
of all those who have comprehended society, from Alex
ander Hamilton and James Madison, who incorporated it 
into No. ] 0 of the Federalist papers, down through the 
modern Marxists. 

Here some professors may (and do) confront us with 
another objection, roughly as follows: "Perhaps some of 
our colleagues are fools who think that the staie is a 
magical thing which oppresses out of a natura'l predilic
tion, but we know better than ~hat. We agree with you that 
state oppression reflects a conflict be~weeh classes, one of 
which lays hold of the state to enforce its will upon "he 
rest of society. And we also agree that the main socia\, 
antagonism today is between those who own the means of 
production and those whO work for the owners .. We say, 
hmvever, that this social antagonism is only' the present 
form of an endless social conflict between classes which 
has always existed and wiN always exist. Even if this 
present social an1tagonism is destroyed, there 'Will arise'a 
'new one, because this kind of conflict'. is inherent in men, in 
their urge for power, fdr wealtlh, for overlordship." (Such 
an argument w'as advanced by a man who understood better 
than most American thinkers the, fact that the· state 
represents a social antagonism, Charles A. Beard, in his 
book The Economic Basis of Politics.) 

Of these professors who claim not to be fObls we say: 
the more fools they. The precondition for a scienti,fic 
discussion of society, well established in the historical 
record of man as well as in his. biological and anthro
pological investigations, is the understanding tha1 man's 
tturges," desire for power, for p1rominence, etc., and the 
forms they take are determined and'shaped by his material 
and social stirroundings, No branch of the sciences has yet 
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discovered biological or psychological timperatives" of a 
fixed variety in man. On the contrary, these sciences have 
all demonstrated that human beings behave, not in ac
cordance with any such categorical imperatives seated in 
"~biological nature" or in commandments from the misty 
heavens of our religious preceptors, but in an endless 
"ariety of ways, varying with the miture of society. Even 
those physical functions which we know to be relatively 
immutable in man in his present biologic form, such as 
nutrition, reproduction,' etc., have been cast in widely 
varying molds a,ccording to the stage of technological and 
social evolution. 

Should these professors be right, that would be the end 
of almost a'll social scien'ce. Mankind woulid be foolish to 
expect to play a conscious role in the, shaping of society. 
We would have to admit that society is already shaped for 
us by inherent factors of our, biological nature, and turn to 
practitioners of the natural sciences with the 'plea that they 
alter our ttnatures" by physica'l manipulation. failing that, 
we would always be -condemned to the misery of oppression 
of man QY man in one form or another. But of course these 
"thinkers," are not right, they are only superstitious, and 
they themselves understand that thek theory in so baseless 
that they do not usually state it openly, but only by an 
implicat,ion which one may clarify by drawing their thoughts 
to the logical conclusion. 

Antagonism and Economic Want 
The present form of social antagonism in capitalist 

nations is primarily that between capitalists and ~age 
workers, but the first essential basis for all varieties of 
social antagonism in human history is material w'fl1. Man
kind has never been able to wring from nature so abundant 
a supply of the products of labor required by men as to 
bestow them in adequacy lipon ~ll portions of society. 

The connection between this fact and the state power 
has been abundaQtIy demonSltrated in the history of all 
societies, including the present collectivized economy of the 
Soviet Union and i,ts sateHite states. We can illustrate it 
for Professor MacIver in the following simple example: 

Should he have 100 textbooks to distribute in a class of 
100 students, and an abundant reserve against losses and 
damage, the distfiibution would present no problem. Should 
he, however, have only one-quarter or one-third so many 
books as students, and no reserve, his rore would change' 
completely. He would be compelled to decide how to 
distribute or circulate them, keep his supply under lock 
and key, guard against t'heft, make further rules and punish 
violators, etc., etc. In such a case, Professors Mel-ver could 
say with Louis XIV: HL'etat, c'est moi." 

. Social antagonism cannot be, eliminated, nor can the 
state be reduced to an administrative entity planning and 
organizing fhe work of a free collective of producers, until 
such time as mankind can find its way to the fu'1lness of 
economic a,bundance. \Ve can, hQWever, expect the repres
sive functions of the state to diminis:h proport'ionally as 
want and social antagonismsar~ reduced throughout the 
period of transi,tion to a society of relatively unqualified 
abundance. 

I n a famous passage in A nti-Dllbring, Frederick Engels 
predicted: tiThe interference of the state power in social 
relations becomes superfluous in one sphere after another, 
and then ceases at itself. The government of persons is 
replaced by the administration of fhings and the direction 
of the processes of production. The state is not 'abolished,' 
it 'l?itbers .away." 

This breathtaking forecast has been made the subject 
of rlluch debate, but it dm never be understood without a 
study of the entire chapter in whicr it occurs. Engels says: 
Men have long dreamed of a society which colleotively 
owns the means of production, but this has been a vague 
ideal of the future. Society has beell divided into exploited 
and exploiters because of lithe ld\v development of produc
tion hitherto ... So long as the sum of social labor. (Engels 
wrote) yielded a product which only slightly exceeded what 
was necessary for t,he bare existence of all ... so long was 
society necessarily divided into classes ... " 

He
l 

continltJed: "The possibility of securing for every 
me·mber of society, through social producti(\n, an existencp 
which is not only fuBy sufficient from a materia] stand
point and becoming richer .from day to day, but also guar
antees to them ~he completely unrestri'oted development and 
ex'ercise of their physical an1d mental faculties - this 
possibility now exists for the first time, but.it does exist." 

Engels summed up his point in this remarka:ble sentence: 
ItMen's own social organizaHon which has hitherto stood 
In apposition to them as if arbitrarily decreed by nature and 
history, will then become the voluntary act of men them
selves." 

Society Tests the Idea 
T1his dispute which we have been pursuing with Professor 

Macl ver is now being fought out in far grimmer form 
throughout the entire world. The battle, under way for a 
century, carries the fate of mankind in its outcome. 

The va,lidity of a social idea may be tested by the 
attitude taken tqwards it by mankind over the course of a 
long period of experience with it. Marxists, even though 
they have often been. a small minority, do not hold. with 
thos.e p!hiliSitines who attach no importance to papular 
opinion on grounds of the alleged "ignorance" or "supersti
tions" of tne people. Professors, as we have seen, can be 
superstitious too. In actua'l .fact the mGsses fight their way 
through to the truth in the long run because they live the 
reali,ty that dOdtrinaires only talk about. 

A century ago the entire human race followed t.he 
capitalist class in its contention that private property is 
the key to human welfare. Today, tens of millions of peo
ple throughout the world, probably the majority of man
kind, aot in the conviction that collectivized property is the 
first requirement for the well-being and progress of society. 

Marx and Engels spoke alone, but today miHions speak 
with them. The inability of the MacIvers to reply to Marx 
and Engels has its dramatic and inspiring counterpart in 
the inability of world capitalism to sup.press the world's 
revolutionary masses. Never has social theory been so 
brilliantly vindicated, arid never with such good omen for 
the future of society. 



Social Conflict in Indonesia 
ByT]OKRO 

The real situation toaay ot the Indonesian masses was, 
in our opinion, correctly described' by Soetan' Sjahrir, 
leader of the I ndonesian Socialist Party and former prime 
minister, in a speech in February 1952 at the first conven.
tion of his party. He said: 

"Indonesia has not accomplished any more up to now than 
the' maintenance' of the country in its old way of life. The 
Indonesian people continue to'live under the old colonial laws 
although the constitution, promises a much different world. 
There has been no change in the economic sphere. The princi
pal key position1s are still in the hands of foreigners." 

These observations are accurate even if Sjahrir's ex
planation of them, attributing them to "the moral collapse 
of the I ndonesian people," appiies only to himself. 

Sja1hrir highlights a number of important problems 
which characterize the situation. In the first place, all the 
pre-war properties of the imperialists (landed property, 
banks, in<iustrial enterprises, mines - oil, coal, tin, -
'transportation, plantations) are with. few exceptions again 
in their possession. This is in keeping with the Linggadjati, 
Renville and Round Table Conference agreements be
tween the imperiali,sts and the Indonesian, nationalist.Jead
ers. The most important' exception is the' oil properties in 
the northern part of Sumatra: Pangkalan Brandan, Susu 
and Tantau in t'he Antjeh pro\;jnce near KW,ala Simpang. 
These oil deposits had been owned by the Bataafsche 
Petroleum Company. After Japan's surrender, the workers 
occupied these enterprises and have cont,inued to administer 
them to this day to the grea:t chagrin of the Indonesian 
government and the oil magnates. 

In the second place: Colonial laws have in large part 
been retained in the political and economic spheres. 

In the third place: The stratum of nationalist jntel
:lectuals who represent the rising national bourgeoisie are 
,not prepared to resol'Ve the most elementary problems in 
the political, economic and social spheres. 

The most outstanding of these problems are, the organ
ization of general elections lor parliament (the present 
parliament 'was not elected but appointed), an effective 
struggle against famine, illitera()y, epidemics and the hous
ing shortage. 

The following facts confirm these declarations. La'st 
April 16, Minister of Information Mononutu told a cor
respondent of the Aneta agency: "At least a year of 
prepara,tions and a return to stable conditions would be 
required for the holding of general elections." The re
establishment of stable conditions means the liquidation 
of the partisan movements and,that, a.s we will'show later, 
means in practice that there wiII be noelectiol'ls. 

The state of national health is shown by facts such as 
these: Last year there were up to 1,700 cases of smallpox 
a week on the island of Madura; up to 260 cases of small
"OX a week in Surabaya, one of the largest cities on the 
.land of Java. In 1950 the number of d~aths from the 

plague rOse to 2,083 in the center of Java alone. A recently 
published ,report indicates that although a large part of the 
population of southern Java suffers from tuberculosis, there 
are 'only some tens of beds available in sanatoriums. 

Out of a ,population of 70 million, 30 'million suffer 
from malaria. And to complete the picture, there is the 
declaration of Dr. R. Hartohon (February 10,1952), head 
of the, pharmaceutical service in Jakarta, that a half a 
million medi'cines are stolen annually in the ,health services. 

Hunger edema is widespread. It is, only in cases of 
extreme urgency that rations of three to four kilograms 
of rice and stale ,fish are distri,outed .. 

The housing shortage gets worse instead of better be
cause ;the authorities forcibly intervene to evict "illegal 
'occupants." Thousands of persons who have built a small 
house or hut in a city are evicted' because the ground on 
which they have built 'does not belong to them. Then, there 
is terrible corruption in the distribution of available hous
ing. Often, there are several authorizations granted for the 
same lodging, each of them having been bought for a big 
price. 

The struggle againstiIliteracy, which before the war 
encompassed 96% of the popUlation, has, been carried on 
only in a very limited way. According to the declaration 
af the Minister of Public Education, in March 1952, more 
than haH of the chHdrenbetween six and twelve, i.e., 
almost six 'million childre-n did not attend school in 1951. 
There, is a shortage of 21,000 teachers. I n all of Indonesia, 
with its 70 million inhabitants, there are only 800 sc'hools 
for children over six years of age; the rest of the schools 
are for those'under six. 

Another characteristic of the regime IS tne existence of 
tens of thousands of landless, homeless and unemployed 
who are .forced by I hunge'r to move to the- cities. I n the 
first week of April, action was started against 10,000 per
sons living in wretched conditions in the city of Surabaya. 
There are hundreds of thousands of such unfortunates in 
Jakarta, the Indonesian capital. Some of them are thrown 
into camps and then sent back where they come from ~ a 
reaUy vicious circle. 

From the mass of uprooted, unemployed and homeless 
people, who do not come to the cities, is provided, the 
manpower for numerous partisan groups which, usually 
under Moslem 'leadership, undertake a struggle against the 
governm,ent (Daroel .. lslam, Tentara Islam I'ndonesia, 
Bambu Runtjing,) and seek a way out of their misery in 
tl:1e struggle for an anti-imperialist Islamite state.*' 

This brings us to the central problem of the Indonesian 

*~There are guerrilla forces of the Masjenni, the Partai 
Sarikat Islam Indonesia, the Kartalegawa feudal elements), 
of Herman Westerling (a Dutch imperialist adventurer) and of 
the revolutionary workers' movement, the Laskar Rabjas (peo
ple's army). Laskar Nurah (non-Stalinist Red army). 
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revolution: the expropriation 01 the big landed proprietors 
and the accomplishment 0/ tbe agrarian revolution. 

Because of their ties with the Dutch imperialists, the 
nationalist leaders are incapable of realizing the funda
mental tasks of the revolution such as the abrogation of 
the Round Table Conference agreement, the nationalization 
and collect"ivization of large landed property. The regime 
is well ai\vare that it wiB perish because of the present 
situation but i.ts eflforts to transplant population can be 
compared to those of a man trying to cure a mortal wound 
with a band-aid (especially on overpopulated Java is'tand). 

How extreme this overpopulation 'has become is in
'dicated by the engineer Tambunan, chief of the repopul
ating.service. He declared in a conference of his departmel1t 
held in early May 1952: 

"The island of 'Java covers an area' of 132,000 kilometers. 
It numbers 55 million inhabitants. 80/% ,of this population 
(i.e., 44 million' people) live froll). agriculture. The sawahs 
and available lands, covering an area of eight million hectares, 
cannot furnish a' livelihood to all the inhabitants. Estimating 
five persons to a peasant family, some eight million peasant 
families, each family requiring two hectares' to exist, there 
would then be an overpopulation of four million families· or 
~O million people even if the land was divided equitably." 

I n other words, there is an overpopulaltion which consists 
of ball of the peasant population, and this is under con
ditions where the plantations remain in the hands of the 
imperialists. 

Tlhis present government is absolutely ,indifferent to 
this misery since it has .provided only three million rupia 
for the repopulation service, half of which was used for 
administrative expenses !' In ,this way, it was a1ble only to 
aid 3,500 people which has merely meant Itan attempt to 
consolidate the colonized areas" according to engineer 
Tambunan. Under such conditions ,he ~justly proposed that 
it would be prefera1ble to liquidate the entir-e repopulation 
depa'rtment. 
, Just as the armed masses imposed the transference of 

sovereignty from Holland to the RepubHc, so new actions 
of the proletariat, the, poor peasants and the plantation 
iworkers wiII force the expropriation, of imperialism in the 
economic sphere. 

The Condition of the Working Class 
The conditions of the working class is slightly bett~r 

than that of millions of landless peasants and small 
proprietors because the workers have built powe'rful organ
izations which have carried on a struggle for the improve
ment of their lot. This refers filrst of all to the SOBSI: Be
sides this large trade union center under communist leader
ship, there are four non-communist federations: the SO
BSI, the GSBI, the BPSS and the' GSBP. Merger discus
sions are now going on between the various trade union cen
ters for the purpose of forming a single national federation 
as was indicated in a dispatch on April 30 from .Jakarta. 

The SOBSI is the most powerful trade union federation, 
numbering some 2 million members (industrial workers, 
workers on government' enterprises and plantation work
ers), It is composed of a series of trade unions on a shop 
basis like the Sarbupri (plantation workers union) which 

is the most important of these. The SOBSI cannot be com
pared to the bureaucratized Stalinist trade union federa
tions in Europe although the top lealdership is Sta1ini'st and 
bases its policy on that of the Indonesian CPo A typical 
instance of Stalinist policy, for example, was the sending 
of felicitations by the SOBSI leadership to the new prime 
minister Wilopo at the time of the constitution of his 
cabinet. The preceding Sukiman cabinet had to resign be
cause of the protest of se,veral political parties against the 
s.igning of the Itmutual ,security" 'agreements with the USA 
by Subarjo, former minister of foreign affairs. The In
donesian Communist Party also sent a telegram of greet
ings. The Centr.al Committee of the Indonesian CP ex
plained in its telegram. that it was ready to suprport the 
government provi.ded it a'bandoned the oM political orienta
tion and oriented toward' a national pdlicy based on "peace 
and democracy." 

Wages and Strikes 
It is superfluous to point out that the level of wages. 

does not meet m'inimum Hving standaIids. What is the re
'lation between prices and wages? On Alpril 7, the day 
la1borers emp'loyed on the puhlic services went out on a 
three-day strike. All the unions, including the union cover
ing police personnel, supported the strike. ~hey demanded 
a minimum wage of 4.5 rupia a day. The strike was vic
torious. But if this minimum wage is· compared with the 
price of rice (3.4 rupia a kilogram) and mi'lk (2.5 rupia a 
liter) one can get an idea of the conditions of the public 
service employees! 

The number of strikes is tremendous and today has 
become· almost an avalanche. According to the Semarang 
Bureau of La1bor (central Java) there were 327 latbor con
flicts in March. According to the same bureau, there were 
some 292 strikes in Centra~ Java between J anua'ry a.nd 
March, 3"4 of which were in industrial enterprises, four in 
maritime enterprilses, five in printshops, 24 in machine 
factories and 150 in unspecified enterprises, The number of 
workers i~vdllyed in strikes wa's 540,744. According fo the 
same report, the:se strikes cost the government five !n'iIlibn 
rupia and private employe.rs an even. larger su·m. 

I f we compile the news reports of the last weeks we get 
the foNowing picture: 

On Alpril 19, a strike wa's suddenly declared from 8 to 
9 a.m. in the port of Tandjong Priok. The strike was caned 
by the leaders of the port workers -and seamen"s union, the 
SBPP, affiliated to the SOBSI federation. On April 15 
there had already been a first sit down strike in the port 
and on the vessels. 

Thi,s is the background of the struggle: A tieup of vessels 
resulted from a tralde union action of two weeks. agaInst 
overtime wor,k in the port of Tandjong Priok. On Apri'l 3, 
without prior warning 'the tugboat lines were cast off before 
the ships could enter the ,port in safety and under their 
own steam. This was because of the decision of the union 
that tugboat sailors were to quit work at 4 a.m. 

On April 16, there was a generall strike against the con
struction ~ompanies on the east coast of Sumatra {Deli 
Bstates Engineering Co. and General Union Ltd. at GIu-
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gur). Tlhe metal'Iurgical union had drawn up a list of 
demands in 21 sootion'5. 

Since April 1, there was a wHdcat strike on the 'l'll'bber 
plantations ,near TandjunbalaL in Sumatra. The strike 'was 
accompanied by demonlStrations and sabotage. Telephone 
whes were cut several times. Under these conditions, the 
management seriously considered evacuating the wives and 
children of the European planters. 700 workers participated 
in this strike. 

On April I, there wa~s a generall strike on the Balai 
Gad'ja rubber enterprise near Tandj-ung Pura in Sumatra. 

On A'pril 26, the port workers and sailors union, SBPP, 
called a sit down strike in the port of Tanjun Perak. There· 
had been a strike every day si~ce the preceding Wednesday. 

On April 26, t'he metal workers union SBIM, (affiliated 
to the SOBSI federation) 'announced that after the end of 
the three week waiting period, a general strike wou1d be 
declared in the 12 metal working plants on the island of 
Java. (Three weeks' advance notice of strikes must be given 
to governmental conciliators on penalty of being pro
hibited by the government). 

On April 24, the workel'ls at ANIEM (gas and e'lec
tridty) began a two-'hour sit,down strike daily at M alang, 
on Java island. 

The workers of the public services ot J JI1atjap threaten
ed to begin a general strike on April 23. 

On the morning of April 30, 600 day 'laborers in the 
communal services ~t Makassar (southern Celebes) began 
a wildcat strike. 

A letter of rhe printing workers union, Surabaya sec
tion, on April 17 to the P4 service (government concilia
tion) indicates that the trade union intended to take action
if the employers did not live up to the decisions made. 

()n April 24, the workers of the NV Dagblad De Loco
motie/ printing p'lant in Semarang began a sitdown strike 
for the satisfaction of their demands. The newspapers, 
Locomotie/ and Suara Merdeka, did not appear 

On April 28, the leadership of the SB K8union (bus 
drivers) decided to organize a rotating sitdown strike in 
the eastern part of the island of Java (there are 20 bus 
companies). During the strike, the personnel will sign in 
and out as usual; red flags ,wiI'l be raised over the companies 
and the buses afrfected by the strike. 

Around 3,000 workel'ls of the public services at Riolliw 
have been on strike since April 15 in solidarity with the 
public service workers of western Sumatra who quit. work 
on April 10. The strike in western Sumatra involves 3,500 
workers. It is not excluded that this strike will extend 
over the whole central section of Sumatra. 

The leadership of the personnel of veterinary services 
which has its headquarters in Surabaya has given in
structions to its memlbers in all Indonesia to hold them
selves in readiness to strike. 

Aill the above-mentioned cases which occurred in the 
month of April 1952 involve conflicts for better working 
conditions, wages, demands in kind. (rice), increase of 
foodstuff and textile rations, protests against overtime 
wQrk, against the dismissal of comrades from the job. The 

tactic utilized varies from the sit down strike to the rotating 
strike, to the occupation of plants or to the stoppage of 
work in a key department of a factory which results in the 
stoppage of work in the factory as a whole. The latter tac
tic is. particularly used in the· print shops: the typographi
cal workers stop work every four hours, the pressmen ev
ery hour and the mailers every two hours~ 

Our list is necessarily brief and could be completed by 
numerous other instances of labor struggles during the same 
period. 

Caught as they are in the stretch between pri,ces and 
wages, the workers are oljliged to resort to aotion again and 
again. By themselves, the present struggles of the workers 
against the constant rise in prices wil'l remain a real tilting 
at windmills unless the trade"unions alter their demands. 
Although we are in complete solidarity with the workers' 
struggles, and we .have the greatest admiration for their 
combativi'tyand for the genera:I attiltude of tile trade union 
leadership, we are nevertheless of the opinion that things 
cannot continue like this. 

The task of the Indonesian unions, of the SOBSI as well 
as the other federations, is to establish· a guaranteed 
minimum wag~ for all the workers. This guaranteed 
minimum s:hould be tied to a sliding scale under which 
wages would rise automaticailly proportionately wit,h a'll 
price increases. 

The second great task is the struggle against the in
crease of unemployment. In this sphere also, everything 
should be concentrated on ~ne single demand, namely the 
establishment of a s~iding scale of working hours. Thi~ 
demand means that there are to be no further layoffs but 
that working hours should be divided in each shop among 
dl the workers at the same weekly pay as before., The 
enterprises and plantations continue to furni'sh large 
coloniall divide.nds and the proprietors must be obliged to 
pay all personnel ~nce employed. 

Only an eHective organization of the struggle for these 
two demands wiU permit a substantiall improvement of the 
untenable conditions of the proletariat. 

The Guerrilla 'Movements 
Of the above-mentioned guerrilla formations, the Daroel 

I slam is the most important. The politicall a-im of Daroel 
Islam is the foundation of an Indonesi'an Islamic state. 
Ar.med activity is directed primarily against the army, 
the police and the functionaries of the administration. A 
report in the Indische Courant on April 30 is worded as 
follows: 

"A band of 300 to 400 Daroel I'slam partisans carried out 
an attack against the army and police posts at Tarogang near 
Garut (Java). The attacked who were outnumbered answered 
the fire of the terrorists for three and a half hours. The resi
dence of the assistant wed ana was set afire." 

Reports of this kind appear very frequent'Jy in the 
press. I n the· southern part of Celebes island, the guerri'llas, 
who fought against the Dutch, refused to allow themselves 
to be incor/porated into the RepUblican army. They estab
lished themse~ves in the interior of the island. Their number 
was estimated at 15.000 in the ,past year. According to 
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recenrt information they are said to have affiliated to 
Daroel Islam under their leader Kahar Muzak. 

Besides Daroel I sIam, there are hundreds of partisan 
groupings, small and large, in ~ction, among whom there 
are those' who live on'ly by banditry and do not hesitat~ 
to steal the, meager belongings of the workers when the~r 
attack the plantations. 

News about guerrilla activity is difficult to check. Take 
for example the fonowing' dispatch dalted March 15, from 
the Netherland telegraphic agency ANpT A: "They write 
from Bandung (Java) thalt in' recent days a large band of 
around 1,000 men, possessing 200 automatiC weapons was 
repulsed. A pdlke' agent ,as well as 16. members of the band 
were ki'11ed.'~ 
, It is true that guerrilla activity has iits origin in the 
fir~ nlace in unemolovment amo'n o the workers and in the 
no<;monement of agrarian reform. We have few indkation r 

that allow us to believe that the guerrillas are conscious1:v 
fightin~ for such an agrarian reform. But we know that 
land belonging to the big plantations is "illegally occupied" 
and that the people reap the harveSit itself before the 
planters can get to it. 

There is no political paJ11:y which links the guerrilla 
prOiblem to the prdblern' of agrarian reform and considers 
the former as a sour,ce of revolutionary energy in the strug
gle for a Rovernment of work.ersand poor peasants. 

Tlhe task of the revolutionary Marxists in Indonesia 
is to work for the formation of sucha government. the onlv 
power capable of breaking the bondage to imperialism and 
of placing nationalization and collectivization of the land 
on the or,der of the day. 

Such a government will also be the only power c'apable 
of providing assistance in all forms to small proprietors 
(,credits, abolition of a series of taxes, furnishing of farm 
implem~nts,· etc) . The constitntion of agricultural co
operfltives on as broad a scale as possible would be en
courage,d by suoh a government in or-der to obtain the. most 
intensive 'cultivation of the soil, better irrigation and fewer 
bad crops. 

All .these are vital que~ions for Indonesia whkh will 
only be resdlved by a change in state power, i.e. by ~he 
establishment of the state power of, the workers and 'the 
poor peasants. 

The Imperialists in Indonesia 
The abrogation of the treaties between 'Indonesia and the 

foreign "investors" (of capital) ; the nationalization without 
compensation of industry, plantations and the mines, as 
well as transportation and the banks, is the key problem 
the revolution has to resdl've ~f it wants to halt the, present 
retreat and take a step forward again. Many opponents of 
nationalization in Indonesia argue that the country lacks 
an adequate quaHfied technkal' personnel. This is baseless. 
There are many 'techni.cians in the world re~dy to work 
ror much lower sail aries than those noW paid to the Dutch 
in Indonesia. 

In 195 I, some 30,000 Dutch "tec'hnidans" in I ridonesia 
received 30 million florins (1 florin' is approximately 30 
cents) asUvacation pay," more than 25. millions as bonuses 

on their pensions as weN as 10 millions for Hfe insurance. 
During the' same ~ar, in round figures, they saved to the 
tune of 33 million florins. In all, according to the Indonesian 
curr,ency insti1tute at J akart'a, a sum of almost 100 million 
florins was sent to the home country. 

The second argument put forw'ard by the opponents of 
nationalization is that nationalization would lead to the 
refusall of foreigners to continue to invest capittal in the 
-countlry. 

We doubt that this would really be a catastrophe tor 
the I ndonesian people as a whole, let alone the exploited 
masses. If we remember how the foreign investors have 
been draining the country in ~heir' imperi'alist manner and 
have O)1ce again established their control over the whole 
national ecotiomy, then we are led, to the contrary con
clusion. P. van't Veer, special correspondent of Vrije Yolk, 
the social democratic paper in I ndonesia, wrote on May 29, 
1952 : 

"Despite all the somber perspective's regarding insecurity 
and the theft of crops, murders and transportation difficulties, 
Dutch enterprises were able to transmit more income to the 
Netherlands in 1951 than at any time since the boom year 
of 1929." 

According to "omcial" figures the amount tlTansmiifted 
to the Low Countries in,J951 came to 400 million norins, 
or 1,200 million rupia. 

Total Dutch investments a.re estimated at 18 billion 
rUipia or 6 billion florins. To that should be added the 
investments of other countries (France, England, United 
States,et,c.) which have realized enormous revenues during 
t,he past year especially ;n shipping'and oil. Foreigner~ as 
a' whole during the year 1951 earned 4 biHion rupia. 

In reality the position of foreign investments is very 
unstaJble since they have to be... protected by a state force 
such a's Sukarno's which exists only by virtue of the anti
Imperialist struggle of the mass~s. 

Up to now, the nationalist leaders hayeprotected 11:n
perialIist property and they utilize foreign entrepreneurs as 
a shield against the tendency of the masses to put an end 
to colonial domination - in all its forms, including the 
Suk3lrnos and the Hattas, the nationalist leaders who are 
tied as by an umbilicall cord to 'imperialism. An examina
tion of the Indonesian budget for 1952 shws that 35% 
of income comes from customs receipts. 'This is the result 
of colonial rule. This is, moreover, very unstable revenue 
dependent on the world economic conjuncture. That is 
why the government finds no other solution than the in
crease of ptoduction (so as to provide even greater revenues 
to the imperialists) to cover the 4 billion rupiadefidt in 
thebudge.t which includes a raise of 500 million rupia in 
salaries to government employees. 

An examination of t1he situation as a whole - the 
powerful position of the proletariat and the smaH exprQ
priated peasants brimming with revolutionary energy, the 
very weak military and political positions of the imperial
ists, the bankrupt,cy of the Sukarno -r'egime shot through 
~rjth corruption and careerism, - lead5 to only one con
clusion: the' proletariat and the poor peasants have to 
prepare directly for-the conquest of pOlWer. 
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Duririg a speech delivered to Indonesian journalists on 
Jan. 15, 1952, on the question of Iran, President Sukarno 
,quoted Karl Marx as follows: uA ruling class can never 
voluntarily abandon its privileged position." 

Let the Revolutionary Marxists who are in the fore
front in the st'ruggle against colonialism and all other 

forms of exploitation remember this quotation 'and explain 
it a thousand times -a day to the masses! Sukarno is again 
transforming I ndonesia into a hunting ground' for the 
imperia'lists. Only, t,he conquest of power by the masses 
can prevent vhat from happening. 

May 15, 1952 

Rift ill the French Communist Party 

Behind the Marty-Tillon Case 
By MICHEL P ABW 

On Sept. 17, the leadership of the French Communist Party 
removed Andre Marty and Charles Tillon from top positions 
in the party and demanded they "self-criticize" their "er
rors/' The attacks against these wiry' prominent figures -
Marty, the leader of the Black Sea fleet mutiny in 1919, and 
Tillon, leader of French CP partisan bands during the war. -
climaxed a long standing crisis in the party. 

The first sign of its existence was the pUblication of an 
article by Francois Billoux, a member of the Political Bureau, 
who had just returned from a vlsit to Moscow and with 
Maurice, Thorez, General Secretary of the CP convalescing 
there' from a paralytic stroke. The artiCle swung the CP's line 
sharply to the left, saying, that the main enemy to be fought 
was the French bourgeoisie, and that th~ struggle for a chang:9 
in, the regime had to be associated with the struggle for so
cialism. 

With General Ridgway's arrival in 'France to replace Eisel'n
hower a new train of events began. The CP attempted tomo
bilize the workers in prQtest l;mt only, the vangua~p responded 
and the various strikes called by theCP-coiltrolled CGT (Gen
erai Confederation of Labor) fa.iled miserably. The Pinay 
government counter-attacked by arresting Jacques Duclos, an
other outstanding CP leader, and raiding ,party headquarters. 
Again the CP attempted to arouse a vast protest movement, 
but again it failed. 

Thereupon a new session of the Central Committee' was 
held (in June) and after extensive "self-criticism," the line 
was swung again to the right' by the acceptance of another 
leader's, Etienne Fajon, report. Since then the pot has con
tinued to boil until Marty and Tillon were put on the carpet 
as scapegoats, denounced for sundry "crjmes" by Leon Mau
vais, the Central Committee's prosecutor. 

Michel Pablo's article i.s ,a lucid analysis of the whys and 
wherefores of the various turns and thei,r meaning for thp 

future of the revolutionary movement in France. For further 
backgr~und material, the reader is referred to "The Politics 
of French Stalinism" by Pierre Frank (,FI, July-Aug. 1952) 

* * * 
Ever since the beginning of the "cold war,", the Soviet 

bureaucracy as well as the leaderships of the Communist 
parties have been thrust into a new set of conditions out 
of which certain in'evitable reactions have arisen. The 
meaning of the "cold war" is this: for the first time since 
the Russian Revolution, the antagonIsm between capita]
ism and the USSR - whkh is being ex.tended to a more 
fundamental antagonism between capitalism and the social
ist revolution 0 in all its forms-has definitively transcended 
antagonisms between the imperialist powers. Tb-~ "coU 
~ar" is moving inevitably toward a' war of the imperialist 

co~lition against the USSR, the "people's democracies." Chi
na, the colonial revolutions, the revolutionary movement 
in the capitalist countries. 

The Soviet bureaucracy, fearing this inevitable out
come of the "cold war'~ because of the military strength of 
the'imperialist camp and especially because of· the revo
lutionary uph~a~als this 'war will not fail to produce on 
an international scale that will forever destroy its position 
as an 'all-powerful privileged caste in the USSR; would' iikc 
to avo'id the war or at least to put it off as long as possible. 
This co'ncern is at the bottom of its propaganda for "peace
ful cd-existente,", the "Peace Movement" ("Big Five" 
agreement, "peaceful settlement of the German and Korean 
problems" • . .). 

But on the other hand, the speeded-up war preparations 
of imperialism oblige the Soviet bureaucracy to base it
self on the masses in a struggle against these prepa.ratioris 
by '''~ffective mass actioI1s.'~ The actions and pressures 
brouglit to bear against' the bourgeoisie ate much more 
streinious in countries' which the' Kremlin believes are defi
nitely incorporated in Washington's Atlantic coalition than 
in cOlllltries where if still counts on "neutralizing" the bour
geoisie. Each time' imperialist antagonisms temporarily 
flare up in the Atlantic Coalition, the Kr~miin sees a' new 
chance of IIneutralizing" this or that partner of the coali
tion, and adjusts its policy accordingly. 

How the Kremlin Transmits the "Line" 
The role of the Ieaderships of the' Communist parties 

in the capitalist, colonial or semi-colonial countries is to 
app)y this policy in their own country, while beihg oblige(~ 
to some extent to take account of spedal national con
siderations and the scope of the mass movement they lead. 
I-fence the important variations that can be noted in a com
parison of the. application of the polley by the French CP 
with that of the Italian, English, Greek; Indian or Chilean 
Communist parties._ 

This policy, always based on promoting the general 
propaganda themes emanating from the Kremlin, may ap
pear at t~e moment as being more or less IIleft,"- depending 
on whether it involves a- country like France where the' 
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bourgeoisie is a dissatisfied element in the Atlantic Coali· 
tion, or a country like England where the bourgeoisie 'goes 
along more readily with Washington. 

What is striking in a comparison of the present policy. 
of the Communist parties with the one they followed be· 
fore the 1939·1944 war is its relative diversity rather than 
its uniformity. During the "third period" (1928·1933) and 
then the People's Front' period (1934-38) the almost me
cbanical automatism of Communist p~rty policy, directly 
~ransposing the Kremlin slogans to their own countries, 
was much more marked than it is today. These changes,. 
particularly since the war, are to be explained by the prob
able absence of Kremlin controls as strict as in the days , . 
of the CQmintern, and particularly by the scope of the 
movement led by some of these parties. 

It is entirely too pat to believethat the leaderships of 
the Communist parties as a whole act as mere transmis
sion belts for the daily orders of the Kremlin. It is not ·like
Iythat there now exists, even from time to time, the sem
blanc.e of politic.al analysis by an international leadership 
of the Communist parties whi~h attempts to garnish the 
Kremlin's policies with a "theoreti,al" sauce and then sub
mits them as directives to the different national leade~
ships. There may have been a beginning made along these 
lines at the time of the Cominform duritig its first periodic 
meetings. But this fqrm of leadership and of relative co
ordinatlon of the CPs seems to have been disrupteQ since 
tbe Yugoslav schism. 

The Kremlin's "line" i~ transmitted to the national 
leaders hips of the Communist parties through episod.ic doc
uments such ha.s Zpdanov's famous report in 1947, this or 
that '(historic" ~claration by Stalin on "peaceful co
existence," on how to "preserve peace" or on the "non
aggravation of the war danger between 1950 and 1952," the 
decisions of the Congresses' and Councils of the World 
Peace Movement, the editorials in Pravda- and in the 
Cominform paper, For a Lasting Peace ... The most re
cent of these 'were Stalin's article in the Bolshevik and 
Malenkov's report to the 19th Congress of the 'CP of the 
USSR. 

How the Parties, Apply the "Line" 
Since ~11 these sources of the llline" are often contra

dictory, and never sufficiently clear nor buttressed theo
retically, since they often change without reference to. past 
positions or any attempt to justify the change, leaving a 
series of questions unanswered, the national leaderships. 
face the perpetual problem of discovering what the "line" 
really is and how to interpret it correctly. The line does 
not exist as such, i.e., as political conduct which conforms 
to the conclusions of a .Marxist ~nalysis of t,he international 
situation. The Kremlin's ,line is its way of utilizing the 
CPs and their mass movements for the changing aitn~ of 
its foreign policy toward the bourgeoisie of this or that 
country. "By its very nature,\ it is full of ·contradictions, 
ever·changing and incoherent. It isn't submitted to the 
test of critical and thoroughgoing examination which 
would quickly 'reveal its contradictions, opportunism and 

inconsistency. However, the leaderships which have to ap
ply the line are obfigea to concretize it so that it becomes 
comprehensible to their members and the masses who' are 
to be' mobilized on this line. 

Caught qetween the need of acting faithfully to the 
Kremlin, ofc.orrectly interpreting its ideas without "na .. 
tionalist" deviations or e~rors, and of maintaining their 
base while mobilizing for these aims, the CP leaderships 
(by the very nature of this very complicated 'and difficult 
game) are given to' wavering between what they call "op .. 
portunism" and "sectarianism" and to 'stirring a permanent 
crisis in their own ranks. 

The primary and fundamental source.of the difficulties 
which the leaderships of the mass CPs :of the capitalist coun
tries encounter today rests in the -contradictory and in .. 
coherent nature of the policy the Kremlin now assigns them: 
The struggle by "effective mass actions" against war prep .. 
arations on a basis of general propaganda for Hpeaceful 
co-existence," an agreement between the 'IBig Five" and 
the disruption of the Atlantic coalition. A real struggle 
against war in any ,olinhy whatever means a struggle 
against the capitalist system, against the bourgeoisie by a 
united front of proletarian and impoverished petty-bour
geois masses (in the city and country) oriented towar~ the 
taki!1g of power and the workers' and peasants' govern
ment. 

Twist or turn this question as you will with any amount 
of tactical dexterity. and you wIll find no othe-r answer, no 
other solution to rt. But to desire simultaneously to mobilize 
the masses against imperialist, war preparations and to spec.;. 
ulate on the "neutralization" of this or that bourgeoisie 
means in practice to sabotage the realization of the primary 
objective. That is the contradiction 'in which the leadership 
of the French CP has been flounderinll for some time. 

France ••• the Unstable Ally 
A special series of factors in France and in the French 

CP has to be borne in mind for an understanding of all the 
recent waverings of its policy since the BiIloux article un
covered the simmerin-g crisis which has long existed in its 
ranks and which broke out into the open in the Marty. 
Tillon affair. 

The French 'bour~oisie now constitutes the unstable 
clement in the Atlantic coalition. Handicapped by the blDod
bath inflicted on it by the Indo-Chinese war,troubled by the 
power of the national movement in its North African col .. 
onies which are coveted by Washington, frightened by the 
economic rebirth of Germany and its more and more pre
ponderant role in the Atlantic coal~tion, an important part 
of the prosperous French bourgeoisie and middle class has 
become discontented and is dreaming of getting out of its 
difficulties and fears by overcoming its inferior position in 
Washington's Atlantic coalition. 

The Kremlin is speculating on this state of mind arid 
may also be dreaming again of a future "neutralization'" 
of France. (This hypothesis is confirmed by the emphasis 
Stalin put in his recent article on the "inter-imperialist" 
antagonisms and his special mention of France.) It is pos .. 
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sible that these speculations on the gyrations of France 
within the Atlantic coalition, which have assumed a cer
tain breadth precisely in recent months, have played an 
important role in the gyration~ of the French CPo 

On the other hand, since February 12 the leadership 
of the French CP has suffered a. series of resounding de
feats in its attempts to mobilize the masses against the Pinay 
government's policy of war and reaction. This has revealed 
the enormous gulf between the party's electoral activity 
and its ability to mobilize this influence for action when 
and as it wishes. Handicapped by the absence of Thorez, 
its real leader; jarred by internal dissension now of long 
standing; obliged to defend itself and alarmed by its fail
ure in mobilizing the masses which its bureaucratic mind 
cannot grasp, the French CP leadership has in the last 
few months presented the really pathetic spectacle ofa 
group that doesn't know what saint to swear by. 

Tborez Changes the Policy 
It seemed last May, at the time of the' publication of 

the article by Francois Billoux, that the· CP le;,ldership, 
taking stock of the recent evolution of the international 
situation, was somehow completing the left turn which had 
becpme more marked since the Korean war. The emphasis 
in BilIoux's article was placed on . the need of cent~ring 
the struggle against the French bourgeoisie, the williirg 
'~~servant" Qf American imperialism, and of more boldly 
presenting a socialist perspective to the masses who were 
to be called upon to force by their extra-parliamentary 
actions a "complete change of (the nation's) political 
orientation." Then came the pl,1blication' of Jacques Du
clos' notebooks (which were found on his person at th';! 
time of his arrest), which contain a synopsis of the. dis
cussion in the Political Bureau of the cpr on April II, 
1952. They demonstrated that the B{llol~x article in reality 
summarized the lii1e which' Maurice Thorez himself held. 
at the time, as well as the unanimous approval of the line 
by the Political Bureau after discussion. For the first tiitle 
in years, a relatively clear" and finn class orientation was 
presented in a Stalinist internal document. 

To the general astonishment of all those who considered 
the Billoux ~rticle to bea victory of the "leftists" and the 
·'sect4rians" in the CP ieadership, it turned' out that it had 
in ,reality been Thorez who h~ called for completing the 
left turn. Neither Marty nor Tillon had anything to do 
with this turn as they abo h"ad nothing to do, with the 
really sectarian and adventurist 'actions, particularly the 
demonstrations after Duclos' arrest, which followed the 
pU'blication of the Billoux article. In this connection, it 
should be remembered that the anti-Ridgway demonstra
tion was endorsed by the Peace Movement, and the entire 
Political Bureau sllpported those actions which followed 
Duclos' arrest. Moreover these actions were by no means 
implicit in the Billoux document, nor in Thorez' directives 
as we now know them from the publication of the Duclos' 
notebooks. 

They were due to the unbcl ievable overestimation .of 
the possibilities of effective mobilization of the masses for 

suddenly established political objectives, as well as to the 
exaggerated forms of action demanded of the masses, and 
to the bureaucratic preparation of this action. I f the 
Political Bureau itself had to admit that Maurice Thorez' 
ideas had obliged it ~o reflect on a whole series of political 
questions which it had overlooked, underestimated or poor
ly understood, and that it was slow in preparing politically 
-then it was absolutely inevitable that the ranks of the 
party and particularly the masses, who had long been cdu
'cated in a different spirit and a different line, would not 
quickly absorb the turn or follow the leadershio in the new 
action. 

Only bureaucratic leaders can think that they are 
capable of leading the class at the whim of their shifting 
desires. In reality, mobilizations of the class for political 
actions like those Ordered by the CPF leadership on Ridg
.wais arrival or after Dudqs' arrest, ·could be effective only 
if there had been a consistent policy of the revolutjonary 
party overthe years which educates the mass and wiRs and 
consqlidat~s their confidence. BeqlUse of the opportunist 
character of their policy, Commun,ist parties are incapabl{~ 
of acquiring such confidence .from the masses. The masses 
vote for the CP, sympathetically support ~he "hards" of 
the party when they fight the police on the streets of Paris, 
but are not themselves ready to, engage OJ:} short Ilotice in 
such fprms of action neither to receive Riqgway nor to pro
test Duclos' arrest. The prerequisite for the mobili~ation 
of the masses by the revolutionary party is a consistent 
and coherent policy practiced over a number of years. This 
,is e~actly what the CP.leadership l~cks and what they will 
continue tt) lack as long as they are primarily instrumen~s 
of the Kremlin's policy anq not conscious representatiyes 
of the inter~sts of the mass movement'they lead. , 

Thorez' dir~ctives insisted on the need of "effective 
mass action al1d organization" for the purpose of fighting 
effectively both for "peace" (against the war) and to qring 
about a "complete chapge of (the government's) political 
orientation." But Thorez .remained cautious on the forms 
of action after the dismal results of the February 12 mo
bilizatipn. He advised "keeping in mind the differences of 
the level of combativity and the possibilities of having 
varying continuing' actions, slow-down strikes, strik~s be
fore quitting ti~e, 24-hpur strikes, street demonstr(!tions, 
etc." On the other hand he cautioned against "improvised 
actions." 

Everything that then happened in June, about two 
months after t11e Political Bureau discussion and hardly a 
mopth after the publication of the BiIloux article, qen1QI'l
strated that the leadership of the CPF, unnerved by the 
events and by the offensive of the bourgeoisie, faped again 
to preserve proportions and to apply Thorez' line. I t ac
tually sinned by an inordinate sectariani~m 4n·d adventur
isrn in "mass action," having ordered bureaucratically im
provised forms of action which were completely out of 
keeping with reality. On the other hand, neither the ranks 
of the party nor the broader masses, who vote for the CP, 
had ~ime to make the turn indicated by the Billoux article. 
(puring the (jiscussion in the Political Bureau on the Bil-
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loux article, Etienne Fajon warned "not to give the impres
sion of a turn" and· that "these [new] ideas [of Thorezj 
should permeate the press and our various organs of opin
ion" --- recorded in Duclos' notebooks,) The political ac
tions decided upon in June by the party leadership came 
as a surprise to the masses at a time when the bourgeoisie 
was vigorollsly counter-attacking, and by arresting Duclos 
was hurling a direct challenge at the CP, driving it sudden
ly into a test of strength. 

Was the Turn Too Far Left? 
The way· that the CP leadership interpreted its defeat 

in this test, and its reactions to it .. were a neW demonstra
tion of the political mediocrity. empiricism and cowardice 
which characterize so many petty-bourgeois bureaucratic 
formations which history has put' at the head of the work
ers' movement. It was none other than the workers who 
voted for the CP and the CGT who did not act and did 
not follow the party's slogans of action' after Duclos' arrest. 

Can it be seriously said that the workers did not act 
because they were frightened by the too "leftist" character 
of the new line set forth in the BiIIoux article?, Or was it 
rather because this line was suddenly thrust at them after 
years of an opposite course which dissociated the socialist 
perspectiVlC from the daily struggles and did not involve 
the masses in a fight primarily aimed' at their own bour
geoisie? 

On the other hand, even if the class "line and the educa
tion needed by the masses for such a .line had been pursued 
over an ext(mded period by the CP leadership and not 
just a brief two months before its application, an action 
of the scope decided upon in June by the nerv,ous and dis
oriented Stalinist leaders would have had to take into ac
count and adap,t itself to the real state of mind of the 
masses for its choice of the forms of action. 

Masses Sceptical of CP Leaders 
I f. the workers did not act in' defense of the CPF last 

June when it was attacked by the bourgeoisie, it was be
cause at bottom, although voting for the CP, they maintain 
reservations and scepticism toward the opportunist policy 
which the CP leadership has pursued over' the years. No 
Hleft" turn could dissipate this sentjment in two months 
and transform it overnight into enthusiastic support for 
a decisive action in defense of the CPo On, the contrary, 
the ,"left" turn appeared to many' to have been once again 
dictated 'by passing factors, determined by the Kremlin's 
interests and not as a genuine expression of a sincere f('

turn to a consistent class line. 
In fact,the Billoux turn was condemned from tHe be

ginning by the petty-bourgeois fellow-travelers of the cpr 
~s a "sectarian" and "leftist" manifestation which was sab
otaging the realization of a real policy of "co-existence" 
abroad as well as at home, meaning of course real class 
collaboration. The June events and the defeats suffered by 
the CP in action have reinforced their criticism as well as 
thc.ir pressure on the Stalinist leadership~ Judging by the 
rcactia,n; expressed in the Fajon report to the Central Com-

mittee on June 18, this leadership appear~ much more sen
sitive to the pressure of the petty-bourgeois wing of the 
movement it leads than to the feelings of the working 
masses, which explains their passivity. I 

Without explicitly condemning the BilIollx article or 
its main line (its analysis of the international situation, the 
role of the French bourgeoisie, the need for effective mass 
actions), Fajon again shifted the emphasis to the right by 
limiting the importance of the, struggle against the french 
bourgeoisie to a struggle against some "millionaire cap
italists," by speculating again on "differences" within the 
bourgeoisie and by separating the struggle for peace and 
economic demands from the struggle' for socialism. I n this 
shift of emphasis to the right, he saw the possibility of 
fighting against "sectarianism," which threatened to swerve 
the party far from the "right road," and of renewing the 
links with the proletarian and petty-bourgeois masses at 
the lowest and most elementary level, that is, at the level 
of economic demands and the 'defense of democratic rights. 

It should be said from the outset that neither the crit
icism of how the June actions were prepared and carried 
out, nor the decision thereafter to center the party's activi
ties around eI'ementary economic demands and democratic 
rights, as contained in Fajon's report, are (n themselves 
erroneous. The self-criticism of the incredible bureaucratic 
adventurism of the leadership and' the need of resuming 
contact with the masses ata ,lower level were positive 
points. But the explanation of the p4ssivity of the masses, 
and how this could be overcome in the long run, were false 
because they again denied the importance - which had 
been emphasized in Thorez' directives' ---:- of linRing the 
socialist perspective and class political solutions to elemen
tary m~ss struggles precisely in order to make such strug
gles possible and to raise them to higher levels. The work
ing masses will be mobilized neither against the war nor 
for any other political objective of the party if the socialist 
perspective is concealed gnd if they are not educated ahead 
of time and all the time on a class line. 

Why the T!1nl Right Again 
The Central Committee meeting of September 4-; 

slipped still further in the same right wing opportunist di
rection by extending the right wing conceptions in the 
Fajon report. to include a I. United National Front, proposed 
by Duclos, to encompass certain sections of the bourgeoisie 
itse1f, and relegated the socialist perspective to the exclusive 
domain of propaganda detached from the day-ta-day par-
ty campaigns. . 

Loo~ing back upon the road traveled from the April 
] 7 Political Bureau discussion, the Billoux article, and up 
to the September Central Committee 1l1ieeting, one .is per
force led to inquire into the deeper reasons and more de
cisive initiatives than those of Billoux, Fajon. or Duclos 
to which this. extraordinary switching of positions can be 
attributed. Was the change caused by internal factors 
geared to the evolution of events in France since last Sep
tember, or by new directives originating in Moscow? To· 
whatextenthasthe1nternal crisis/of the CPF leadership, 
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as it now appears in the Marty-Tillon case and which h~s 
long wracked the CPF leadership" also influenced this 
course afevents? At best one can conjecture in a field 
where the facts are lacking. 

Thorez' directives, supported unanimously last April 
by the Political Bureau, were clear and firm. Coming from 
the principal leader of the party residing in Moscow, they 
had a special import and normally shOUld have been in .. 
terpreted as expressing the results of Thorez' thinking, after 
he had first undoubtedly taken the Kremlin's pulse. Can 
it be possible that Thorez had changed between April 
and June, or even' between April and September, or that 
.Moscow had changed in the meantime? It is not excluded 
that the wavering exhibited' by France in the Atlantic 
coalition precisely during this period actually played a cer
tain role in this connection; that, for example, the element 
of "differences" and "contradictions developing among the 
capitalists," which Thorez had already stressed, again ap
peared so important to him as to justify "an appeal to all 
Frenchmen who, while not 'wanting socialism, are hostile 
to the 'liraT, the A merican occupation, fascism, poverty. to 
join their efforts to ours to secure the victory of a broad 
democratic government 0/ national independence." 

I t should not be forgotten that capitalist ~ir~les serious
ly envisage the possibility of a rejection of the German 
contract by the French parliament and the fall of the Pinay 
government on this question. And on the otner hand, there 
are persistent rumors of secret Franco-Soviet conversations 
on Germany. 

Naturally Stalinist opportunism finds new sustenance 
in this view which serves to complement the present rela
tive inactivity of the French massE,!s. Far from their pas
~ivity during the June events having served to demonstrate 
to the leadership of the French CP the need of a firm and 
clear class line, it has been interpreted on the contr~ry by 
the right wing of the petty-bourgeois bureaucrats as mass 
disapproval of the Hleft" turn. As we have already noted, 
they were more sens'itive to the arguments and pressure 
of their petty-bourgeois allies than to the real causes of 
the passivity of the working masses. 

Internal Crisis in the Party 
Finally there is the possible outbreak of crisis which 

has wracked the Stalinist leadership for several years. Al
though nobody yet knows the real position of Marty and 
Tillon, it appears from the criticisms levelled at them and 
especially from the' astonishing indictment in the (Leon) 
Mauvais report, concocted with all the disingenuousness of 
bureaucratic masters of the art, that their tendency in the 
Central Committee and in the party in reality reflects the 
expression of a left wing - certainly deformed in character 
.but also a largely conscious grouping - in the party and 
the mass movement it influences. 

However ~ partial was the base on which this wing de
veloped, it drew on the experience of a number of elements, 
leaders and others, and upon the fluctuations of CP in
fluence during and since the war. It grew at the beginning 
of the "cold war" and continues to grow as the new war 

~hich is identified with the final and decisive struggle for 
the world socialist revolution draws closer. It expressed dif
ferences with the tactics of the leaders who had spent the 
war-years in Mos~w and who blindly followed the Krem
lin's orders during the "liberation" period by disarming 
the popular forces in the interest of the bourgecis state 
and thus breaking the revolutionary spirit of the whole 
~ovement emerging from the war; then on the inoperativ.~ 
character of the struggle for peace through petition cam· 
paigns for the Stockholm Appeal and the Big Five pact. 
It supported a .. more correct policy toward the Sociali::;~ 
Party by refusing to put it on the same footing with th~ 
political formations of the bourgeoisie, but rather pro
posed a united front with it against the de Gaullist danger. 
It even put its emphasis on·.a struggle directed primarily 
against the French bourgeoisie as the, willing ally of Amer
ican imperialism. 

All these charges, explicitly or implicitly stated, are to 
be, found in Mauvais' indictment. Naturally it may be 
that the accuser, exaggerates the degree of clarity and th~ 
scope of the differences, that he falsely attributes sdme 
of them to Marty or to Tillon. that he makes amalgams, 
that he tries to demonstrate that a coherent opposition 
existed over a long period and sought to set itself up' in 
organized form as a parallel leadership of the party. The 
fact nevertheless remains that such ideas were germinating 
in'the minds of the rank and file and even among outstand
ing CP leaders, and were occasionally although confusedly 
fin.ding expression, and circulating and sowing trouble and 
panic amon,g the strictly Muscovite-type le~ders., 

The Charges Again8t Marty and Tillon 
[At the time of writing, there has appeared in I'Humanite, 

Oct. a, the Pqlitical Bureau document entitled: "The problemH 
of party policy and the factional activity of comrades Andre 
Marty and Charles 'Nllon." This vehement indictment confirms 
and broadens the differences which could have been divined 
from careful reading of the Mauvais report. It states that 
"the disagreements be,r especially on the role of the Soviet 
Union, the attitud'e of the party during the second world war, 
the preparation of the national insurrection, the national policy 
of the party, the role of social d.emocracy, action for the 
preservation of peace. The differences bear also on the con
ception of the party and on the role of Maurice Thorez as Gen
eral Secretary of the French Communist Party." 

According to the document it appears that, the two "culprits" 
expressed differences more o:r: less clearly on the following 
questions: the German-Soviet Pact of 1939 and the attitude 
of th.e CPF at .the time; the attitude of the CPF during the 
war, Marty presenting the CPF 'and its members as the "most 
consistent deGaullists"; the return of arms to the bourgeois 
state and the dissolution of the patriotic militias; the role of 
the USSR in the liberation of France and the "people's democ
racies." Marty believed that it was necessary to put the em
phasis on the action of the masses and not of the R~d Army: 
on 'the inoperative character of the struggle for peace by 
collecting 8igna~ures; and on the contradictory turns on the 
German question; on the sectarian attitude toward the social 
democracy. 

The aim of the Political Bureau document is toobUge Marty 
and Tillon to recognize the existence of these differences and 
to declare their agreement with the explanation the leader
ship gives of them and with its justification of the policy fol
IQ,wed. This is how they carry on a "democratic" discussion -
by fir.st sealing the lips of the critical elements who, accord-
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ing to the ,leadership itself, have occasionally expressed th!s 
kind of disagreement. But the very fact that the leadershlp 
is obliged to r~cognize the ~xistence of these differences, and 
to "discuss" them, in' its own way of course, will objectiv,ely 
facilitate a critical awakening of the members and contacts 
of the party. The essential fact is that' a "discussion" of this 
kind has been begun for the first time in years.] 

I n any case, this confirms - and sooner than we our
selves beHeved - the inevitable development of conscious 
left currents at the present stage in allthe mass organiza
tIons of the" proletariat, including the mass Communist 
parties, and this development is favored by the evolution 
of the objective situation toward war and revolution. At 
the scime time that the CP leaderships as a whole have 
been obliged by this direction of events to shift their poli,cy 
to the .left as compared to the one followed up to 1947 and 
to give an impulse to mass struggles, more conscious and 
more consistent left currents are forming within the Stalin
ist movement seeking forms of expression and organiza
tion. (Ma"rty is accused in the Mauvais report of having 
contemplated the publication of an internal bulletin and 
TilIon of "securing the means to support an opposition.") 

It is probable that the left tendency, represented as im
perfectly. as ·it is by Marty and Tillon, has in a contradict
ory way influenced the entire policy of the CPF in the last 
months. Insofar as this tendency found an "echo in the 
ranks and especially corresponded to the realities and needs 
of the movement; the CPF leadership was obliged to make 
concessions to it both to cut it off from its base, to halt its 
potential development and to" be in a better position to 
attack it ~fterward without itself appearing to be aligned 
wi th the right." 

It \vas for these reasons, among others," that Duclos and 
Lecoeur were careful to avoid the appearance of proposing 
a "sacred union" with the bourgeoisie, of aba-ndoning the 
soci~list perspective or purely and simply capitulating t,) 
the right wing pressure of their petty-bourgeois "allies in 
the Peace Movement. T,hat is why they attacked Pierre 
Cot (a CP fellow-traveler who said that' a policy of "co'
existence" on a world scale implied a policy of class ·col
laboration.athome. Agreeing with international collabora
tion, Lecoeur denounced co-existence at home as "betrayal" 
- Ed.}.·,But-at the same time, they are tr-ying to discredit 
the le,ft"not 6hly by attributing factional "activity to it bout 
by allowing it to be understood that it was the position of 
the left which indirectly favored sectarian excesses in lan
guage and jn action. 

The "Deill~cratic" Discussion Begins 
The accusation of Hfactionalism," Taboo No, I of bu

rcauc~atic parties, is hurled' against any element who, with
out having the possibility of making his ideas and differ
ences kno\\'n, and of discussing them democratically in the 
party, finds himself driven to conceal his contacts with 
memb"ers of his own patty from the policemen of the bu
reaucracy. The solit~r¥ fact of a conversation between 
t\VO members of the Political Bureau, one of whom is a sec
retary of the party, is characterized as a factional crime. 
On the b'asisof such' a charge, and Without the party' being 

permitted to know in advance what the political differences 
are so as to be able to make a sound judgment, they are 
called upon to condemn the "culprits" who themselves are 
daily summoned to make "their self-crhicism," 

This revolting bureaucratic operation is presented as 
usual as a striking manifestation of the "democratic" char .. 
acter of the party which is generous toward any leader who 
admits a mistake and does not fear t:open self-criticism." 
\Vhat cynicism and what a farce! 

One cannot help but be astonished that this flagrant 
anti-democratic aspect of the action staged against two Com
munist leaders has almost passed without notice by all these 
"democratic" fellow-travelers and other sympathizers of 
the Cp who see only what they consider a probable "just" 
punishment of "leftists" and "sectarians." How infinitely 
more determinant in politics is social position than the 
verbal cult of "democracy." But these "democtats" are 
greatly in error to accuse Marty and Tillon of representing 
a "sectarian" wing. 

The Real Sectariallisnl 
I f there is at present a sectarian position which blocks 

ali possible progressive development in France, it is much 
more reflected in the attitude of Duclos, Lecoeur and Co. 
toward the Socialist Party. To say as Lecoeur did in his 
speech at the September Central Committee meeting that 
the, ttmain obstacle" in tttbe patb of unity of action is the 
social democracy" a.nd to empbasi{e that "it is im.possib~e 
to advance toward unity ot action witbout first denouncing 
.the social democracy" -:.... to say that is to reject the united 
front from party to party and to practically call upon the 
Socialist rank and file to desert their own party. It means 
turning one's back in th~e most sectarian manner on all 
real possibility of realizing the united front of the" prole
tariat and broadening it to the impoverished petty bour~ 
geois masses o( the ci~y and the countryside. 

These masses are organized or politically oriented in 
one way or another and if they h~ve not thus far joined the 
CP, th"at means they still retain confidence in another 
party, The only way to realize a united front, with them 
now is through their party, in this case, the Socialist Party. 
\Vhether the SP leadership accepts or rejects this propos:.il 
is not the determining consideration" for a systematic party
to-party united front campaign directed at the SP just as 
the CGT, for example" directs its united front appeals to 
other trade union federations. If this campaign is well con:
ducted and arouses a strong movement among ~he rank 
and file in" favor of the united front, the socialist leader
ship wiII either have to accept or will expo~ itself and in 
that w~y only will lose its influence over its own rank ,and 
file. 

But a campaign for this national" united front must re
main a hollow one and devoid of all concrete meaning so 
long as the attempt is made to achieve it by tirst demand .. 
ing that the masses leave the parties in \vhich they still 
have confidence, The policy of united national front is in .. 
evitably doomed to defeat became the objectives of the 
fron t c,!-nnot set into motion either the proletariat or the 
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impoverished petty-bourgeois masses, and because the CP 
leadership is adopting a sectat:ian and criminal attitude .to
ward the SP which is in reality the only other party that 
represents the bulk of these masses. 

A genuine pady-to-party united front policy with the 
SP is the only policy at the present time which can con
solidate the unity of action of the proletariat, broadening 
it to the impoverished petty-bourgeois masses of the,coun
try. (the broadening".of the front to "democratic" and 
"anti-American" bourgeois strata fits into the sphere of 
pious dreams which the Kremlin entertains for the ex
elusive purpose of aiding its diplomatic objective's in 
France.) This would unfold important new political per
spectives: a Socialist-Communist workers' government" or 
even a Socialist government supported by the CP. There 
is no .other realistic role, no other method of causing th~ 
"change of political orientation" of the country and not 
rnerely"changing a ministry or government" that such a 
policy and such immediate aims which are possible given 
united action of the proletariat and the impoverished petty 
bourgeoisie. 

A Look Ahead 
So long as t'he CP leadership devotes itself to speculat

ing on the inter-imperialist and internal "contradictions" 
of the French bourgeoisie and so long as it maintains its 
sectarian position toward the SP it will not consolidate any 
"front," either "national'" or otherwise, but in practice will 
sabotage the consolidation of the only kind of front that 
is now possible. The sharp. successive and contradictory 
turns of the last month, the public· demonstration in action 

of an unbelievable degree of spasmodic, bureauc,t:atk ill}
provisation far removed from the realities of the' forces 
they lead have caus~d extreme ideological confusion am'ong 
the rank and file and the cadres of the CP and has greatly 
injured its prestige among the broad masses. 

The theatrical exhibitions of self-criticism from one 
month to the next have only contributed in deepening the 
uneasiness and distrust of all critical proletarian, elements. 
The revolting, bureaucratic action it has i'nstituted against 
the left wing of the party, and which it is row using as ,3 

diversion, adds to the harm it has done. Its policy' and its 
practice threaten to waste the most precious of its capital -
the confidence of the working class in the CP - as well as 
long undermining 'all possibilities of effective mobilizatio'n 
of the proletariat for the political objectives of the party 
Perhaps the unnerved and disoriented bureaucratic .leaders, 
buffeted by events, are awaiting the announced return' of 
the leader to recover their confidence, as well as to re-es
tablish" a line and 'unity in the disunited leadership. 

But the genuine and thoughtful revolutionary elements 
who are, correctly, workIng patiently and methodically 
within the communist movement in France, have onlY,then'l
selves to count on in order to strengthen the genuine left 
wing current which is already in formation and which will 

-openly emerge in a more advanced stage of the workers' 
movement in France as its real revolutionary 'Ieade'rship. 
Their possible allies within the communist movement are 
now already numerous and their potential aIlies, arising 
out of the inJxorable development of events, will be even 
more numerous. 
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